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EditoralNotes.
Our Fitchburg- Memorial.
We are obliged to postpone for one
week our Fitchburg Memorial edition.
We shall add eight pages to the
Review next week in order to make
room for our highly interesting and
richly illustrated article, describing
the beginnings, growth and present
flourishing condition of the Church
in Fitchburg and its vicinity. There
will be pictures of the church, schools,
and other buildings in Fitchburg, and
of the churches in West Fi'cuburg
and Leominster, together with portraits of the pastors of the three
churches. The issue will present
a valuable record and a most
interesting memorial for all New
England Catholics.

A Failure In Logic,

An increasing number of leading
Protestants and influential Protestant
journals are showing great uneasiness
over the present state of things as
regards education. If our children
(they say) are to become good men
and women and good citizens, they
must receive a religious education.
In the public schools they do not get it.
Sunday-schools and homes do not
make up for the want; therefore?but
here they stop. Logic would seem to
require them to go on and say,
Therefore religion must be a part of
our public education. But this they
balk at. They are in an unpleasant,
even an intolerable position. There is
but one way out, but theyrefuse to take
it. They look about anxiously here
and there, searching for some path,
making all sorts of attempts and
suggestions, but to no avail. Dr.
Lyman Abbott, in his Newport address, the Churchman, the Congregational) st, all admit and deplore the
evil, but when brought face to face

with the logical conclusion they turn
about and run away from it. How
many years of increasing juvenile
crime, growing public indifference in
religion, rationalism and denial of
God in word as well as in acts will
be necessary in order to clear their
minds from fear of "Rome," and
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ial tablets and sculptures in the
Washington monument was rather
hysterical, but the plain facts are
sufficiently impressive.
Upon the
whole, the dirty vulgarity of boorish
negroes and untaught street boys who
scribble their names upon the tablets
and plaster them with tobacco seems
infinitely better than the conduct of
those citizens who show their patriotism and their love for the Father of
our country by breaking off and earring away legs, arms, and whole
Boston University Again.
figures from memorial sculptures
In one of Balfe's pleasant operas erected in his honor by the people.
there is a scene in which a gypsy is The sort of guardianshipwhich makes
arrested and brought before the mag- such things possible is' as disgraceful
istrate, followed by a crowd of as anything in Washington of recent
sympathizing friends. The nobleman
assures them that the prisoner shall
have exact justice, whereupon they Stolen Memorials,
Anearsighted visitor to Mt. Vernon
gaze at each other with wild alarm
horrified
that a tall wire screen
complained
justice! in
and cry out
in the dining-room
fireplace
what
about
the
precisely
dismay. Justice was
they did not want. So when the in General Washington's house pretheolog'cal students of Boston Univ- vented him from examining closely
ersity last week discussed the A. P. A. the carved Italian mantel. A friend
in their debating school it is not to be with keener eyes discovered that the
supposed that they were looking for carving represented a pastoral scene,
justice or the truth. The gentleman and that the crooks of many of the
who spoke for the church might have little shepherds and shepherdesses,
denied and disproved the foolish fake- 'heir arms and hats, and the tiny tails
hoods about the Pope and the Con- of the sheep were missing broken
federacy, and Lafayette's pretended off and carriedaway by visitors whose
prediction of evil to our country from patriotism could be restrained only by
the priesthood, but he was evidently an iron barrier.. The bed-cord in
not well informed upon his subject. Washington's chamber has regularly
He did his best, however, and spoke to be renewed. But what satisfaction
mildly and sensibly of what he him- do the vandals find in these trophies ?
self had seen, but the young students To show them is to proclaim their
for the minis'ry would not listen; own disgrace. Every one of them
they drowned his voice by hisses, and should weigh upon a man's conscience
when sternly rebuked by the chairman as heavy as lead, like a guilty secret,
they made such an uproar by tumbling always likely to come to light.
the furniture about that Mr. Holling"Open Order" Americans.
ton could not be heard. If this is the
The declaration to be signed by all
sort of materialfrom which Methodist
members
of the new Open Order of
pulpits are to be filled; if these
born last week in GloucesAmericans,
Methodists,
are the men from whom
declares allegiance to our
ter,
Mass.,
young and old, are to listen to the
Saviour's message of peace, justice Government and constitution, "under
and then adds, "If there is
and love among men, the outlook for God,"
doctrine taught in my religion
any
that denomination is not cheerful.
Judged from the lower grounds of which conflicts with the constitution
the United States I hereby renounce
decency and fair play these young of
doctrine." This is needless. No
that
men are sadly wanting, while the
held in Gloucester (unless
religion
most lamentable feature of the case
there are stray Mormans there) conis that it cannot be deniedthat in their
flicts with theconstitution. And why
conduct they are carrying out faithshould a member declare his allefully the traditions and what seems to
be the present spirit of the institution giance under God," and in the next
line promise to sacrifice his religion
from which they are receiving their
to him must be the voice of
very peculiar education. The notion (which
God) in case of any possible, but
that the aim of discussion and debate
improbable, conflict with the
is to arrive at the truth is nowadays highly
constitution? It is an absurd docuunhappily discredited. It is neverment, and we venture to say that few
theless somewhat surprising that it
of the
about seventy-five voters"
should receive a parting and contemptuous kick from a body of young who gathered and read it last Saturwere induced to sign it. Nor do
men who are preparing to preach the day
we believe that Catholics have joined
gospel of truth to the world.
the new order. It pretends to oppose
Peculiar Patriotism.
the A. P. A., but its objects seem to
The despatch in the Sunday papers be the same. It is not merely a
describing theconditionof the memor- fraud, but clumsy, as well.
from the present ridiculous cant about
"sectarianism" and "union of
Church and State we cannot say.
That patriots, parents and Christian
men can long tolerate the present
state of things seems to us impossible. Sooner or later they must accept the logical conclusion of their
own principles and give to the children of our country the Christian education to which they are entitled before God and man.

"

"

"

?

"

"

In Alaska.
A striking passage in Father
Judge'sletter from Alaska, printed in
our Catholic Missions column today,
describes the flood in the great Yukon
river at the breaking up of the ice,
and the appearance of the tall cross,
raised two years before on the spot
where Archbishop Seghers was murdered, and now carried away by the
flood. Floating down the roaring
stream, it stood erect in the bright
sunlight of an arctic evening, and facing the bank where stood the missionaries and the wondering Indians. It
came from forty miles above, and
they tolled the bell as it passed to its
unknown destination.
The Sacked Heart Review has a
subscriber who has paid five years in
advance, and who requests, should he
die in the meanwhile, that the pap«r is
to be addressed to him in care of St Peter.
The Review asks for a more definite address. Really, where does the Review
thinks its subscribers pi to, after shuffling
off the mortal coil ? ?Pittsburgh Catholic.

To heaven, of course, if their subscriptions are paid up to date. Our
uncertainty is as to the route. Should
we address via Pittsburgh, for instance ?

Once more we protest against
speaking of the naming of a new
ship as "christening" it. Children
when baptized are given to Christ;
they are christened. When a coal
schooner, a tramp steamer, or a war
vessel intended for slaughter and destruction, is launched and ; named,
with the breaking of a bottle of wine
in imitation of pagan libations to Neptune, to call the ceremony a christening " is both irreverent and "absurd.
Fou persons of sense the denial by
the Archbishop of New York of all
connection with Tammany was needless. The Archbishop's letter is, moreover, so positive, plain and unqualified that it should put an end to the
charges, which never had any foundation except in unworthy and suspicious hostility.
The Evening Post says that the A.
P. A.
" creatures" have all along
been "intellectually and morally
contemptible." True, but why did
not that powerful and influential
journal say this a year ago? It was
quite as clear then as it is now, and

it needed saying far more.
Classification of prisoners must
come. To put a young boy, for a
first slight offense, to live for months
with dissolute and hardened villains
is a crime which involves in its guilt
the whole of the community in which
it is permitted.
As we go to press early this week,
on account of the holiday, our
weekly
letter from the Catholic University
has not reached us in time for publi-

cation.
We are tired of hearing that this
or that corrupt or tricky politician is
"personally honest." A dishonest
politician is a dishonest man.
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ITEMS OF INTEREST TO CATHOLIC
READERS.
CARDINAL POLE.

The article that possesses the most
interest for the Catholic reader of
the current Atlantic Monthly is the
one contributed to its pages by those
industrious writers, who seem to be
literary co-workers, Harriet Waters
Preston and Louise Dodge. The
subject of their contribution, only
one-half of which appears in the
present number of the Atlantic, is
Reginald Pole, the celebrated English cardinalof the sixteenth century ;
and their article is mainly based upon
a study of the Cardinal's correspondence, from which they notice the absence of the many letters that must
have been written to his relatives and
friends in England. Notwithstanding the prominent part Cardinal Pole
took in the history of his age, these
writers declare that the story of his
life has been unaccountably neglected. The only real biography of
him, they contend, is the contemporary one of Beccatelli, which was
translated into Latin in 1563, and
forms the basis of the two English
works that have been written concerning the Cardinal and his times.
The correspondence of the Cardinal,
upon which these ladies depended
greatly for their article, was collected
by Cardinal Quirini, who, in 1754,
devoted much of his time to collecting the letters, and published them
in five bulky volumes at Brescia about
the same period. A succinct biography of Cardinal Pole is given as a
preface to numerous extracts from
these letters ; and his career, which
is sufficiently well known to the average reader, is traced from his birth
in 1500, to the time of his installation as the Archbishop of Canter-

bury, fifty-six years later, at which
epoch in his eventful life the first instalment of this paper closes, leaving the remainder of his life to be
discussed next month.
In the main, this paper appears to
be fair to Cardinal Pole, and it has
evidently been the aim of its writers
to judge his character dispassionately and justly. There are a few
opinions, though, advanced by these
contributors to the Atlantic which
lack substantiation. For instance,
there does not seem to be any ground
for their intimation that the subject
of their sketch, before he decided
upon taking Orders, entertained the
notion of wedding his cousin, or harbored the ambition of succeeding
Henry VIII. on the English throne.
This paper,without adducing any sufficient proof thereof, however, accuses him of having entered into an
actual conspiracy to compass both
designs, and such accusation is one
of its weak points. Again, our
writers declare that, when Henry
VIII. offered the future Cardinal
the highest ecclesiastical gifts in the
realm on condition that he would

plead his petition for divorce for him
at Rome, he wavered against his
convictions; but here, also, no proof
is given that the Cardinal was guilty
of such hesitation ; and the fact that
in his work, " Dc Unitate," the allusions that he made to the king's conduct were so severe that Cardinal
Contarini, to whom proofs were submitted, urged him, as this article
states, to moderate his language,
militates against such a charge, as
does also the Cardinal's refusal to
return to England when summoned
from the continent by Henry. The
missions with which the Vatican honored the Cardinal, after he became a
member of the Sacred College, are
pronounced failures without sufficient
warrant, and without consideration
of the results which they actually
accomplished. Apart from these
blemishes, this article is an excellent
one, which will repay perusal, and
make the reader anxious for its concluding portion. A notable passage
in this first half is the noble declaration which Cardinal Pole made when
the news of his mother's death
she was punished for her faith by
Henry VIII.? was told to him. " I
have always been sensible," said the
Cardinal then, "of God's goodness
in having made me the son of a
woman no less illustrious for her virtues than for her rank ; but now he
has granted me a more signal grace.
My mother has received the crown of
martyrdom."
?

CATHOLIC SICILIAN CUSTOMS.

they attend the earliestMass on Sun- in a paper on the Oriental missions
days and holidays; and hide their which he sent to the Independent.
faces behind heavy veils while on their The claim, however, was upset then,
way to and from the churches."
and shown to be wholly unsubstantial. It would doubtless please Mr.
if the outside world would acGriffis
EDUCATION ALONE INSUFFICIENT.
attributable altogether to
as
cept
Another contributor to this nummissionary labors the
Protestant
ber of the Atlantic, Mr. Henry
which the Japanese
advances
great
Childs Merwin, in commenting upon
have made of
for
instance,
people,
some recent phases of our political
civilization;
but the
late
in
years
system, insists that education alone
for
and
that,
enlightened
world
is
too
is insufficient to make good and honest citizens. In doing this Mr. Merwin reflects rather severely upon the
education afforded by the public
schools by saying :
'' When we
speak of ' educating the people,' we
mean giving them a 'common school'
education, and the very slight tendency towards honesty which such an
education confers is far more than
counterbalanced by the increased
opportunitiesand motives for dishonesty which it indirectly furnishes."
It must not be concluded that Mr.
Merwin, however, is opposed to popular education. His contention is
that if a person be perversely disposed, educating him after the manner of the "common schools" is
simply developing his perverse inclinations without providing any counter agent to regulate and repress
them. He admits that a liberal edu-

cation, meaning thereby a collegiate
or university course, has a certain
elevating influence?it is none too
high in some institutions?but such
an education, he adds, is beyond the
reach of most people ; and he asserts
that " our common schools, our

A short story contributed to this newspapers, the stories and novels
magazine by G. Pitre, with its scene most commonly read, have little to
laid in Sicily, gives some interesting do with religion or morality." All
details about the customs of the this is undeniably true; and its
Catholics who inhabit that island, in truth only goes to strengthen and
all of which customs their faith and confirm the position of those who
piety are conspicuous. Their pray- maintain that when religion is sepaers and pious ejaculations, and even rated from education as, unhappily,
their harmless superstitions, all is practically done in the public school
breathe a deep devotion ; and a curi- of today
the results can never be
ous phase of their piety is the rever- satisfactory, and they may readily be
ence they have towards the souls of dangerous, as, in fact, they often
the beheaded, a reverence based are, to the State, because of the imlargely on their belief that such per- perfect, inadequate and faulty edusons are punished unjustly by the cation which its future citizens reauthorities. They seem, in some ceive.
instances, according to this writer,
PROTESTANT MISSIONARIES IN THE EAST.
to regard such victims as martyrs,
and he mentions a church that is
In the paper which he has contribdedicated to them, and to which uted to the current issue of the New
many pilgrimages are made. The England Magazine on "American
procession of Good Friday, which is Relations with the Far Fast," Mr.
said to be one of the most solemn William Elliott Griflis, who gives the
and impressive character, is de- Jesuit Father Lafitau the credit of
scribed, with the representations of having been the first to discover the
the dead Christ and the sorrowful properties of the ginseng plant,
Madonna; and the manner of life which, he says, contributed largely
which the sailors' wives lead while to our relations with China, claims
their husbands are away fishing is that the Protestant missionaries in
portrayed as being much similar to Oriental lands have been more influThe
that of cloistered nuns. "Morning ential than Catholic ones.
and evening," says M. Pitre of these Protestant preacher, Mr. Griffis
women, " they recite their prayers says, may be married and all that,
with devotion ; and they never for- but he accomplishes what the Cathoget, in repeating the rosary, to men- lic priests and the representatives of
tion the dear voyagers, in whose fa- the Greek Church cannot effect, " he
vor they propitiate the souls in pur- touches, moves and transforms the
gatory by ejaculations, or the Virgin thinking mind of Japan." This is
with an Ace Maria. These women no new idea of Mr. Griffis' discovremain closely at home during their ery. The same claim was put forhusbands' absence, and are so eager ward some months ago by the Rev.
to secure themselves from sight that Mr. Knox, a Protestant missionary,
?

?

it knows that the Japanese people
themselves, by effecting changes in
their form of government and by
their commercialrelations with other
powers, were the real factors of the
beneficial changes that have taken
place in their land.
THE ENLIGHTENED MIDDLE AGES.

The Review had occasion, in
showing the absurdity of the Dorchester petitioners' claims, to demonstrate that many of the things
which are attributed to modern progress and the enlightenment of this
nineteenth century were in reality
known and enjoyed by the people of
European lands in the good old
Catholic times before Protestantism
came into existence. In the Nineteenth Century Prince Kropotkin, who
writes on Mutual Aid in the Medieval City," proves that in the miscalled dark ages the workingman,
under the influence of the Catholic
Church, was treated fully as well as
now, and possessed asmuch influence
as he does in our own day, with all
its labor organizations and trad*"
unions. This testimony is all the
more valuable as coining from a
writer who is not in sympathy with
The Prince's article
Catholicity.
abounds in many notable declarations regarding the condition of the
laboring classes of the Middle Ages ;
and the following extract can be
taken as a sample of its statements :
"Amidst all the present talk about
an eight hours'day," says thePrince,
"it may be well to remember an ordinance of Ferdinand the First, relative to imperial coal mines, which
settled the miners' day at eight
hours, as it used to be of old,' and
work on Saturday afternoons was
In this counprohibited.
in
the
fifteenth centry (Kngland)
the
workmen
says
tury, Rogers
only
worked
forty-eight hours a
The
week.'
Saturday half holiday,
too, which we consider as a modern
conquest, was in reality an old
As
medieval institution.
were
they
to labor congresses,
also
a regular feature of the Middle
Ages." It is only those who are
profoundly ignorant of history who
nowadays allude to these medieval
times as "the dark ages."

"

'

...

'

...

The Order of the Most Holy
Trinity, since its foundation, has redeemed 200,000 slaves and counts
9,000 martyrs. In the last Chapter
General held in Rome it was decided, when the number of religious
should be sufficient, to resume the
work of the redemption of slaves in
Africa. The Holy Father was rejoiced to hear of this resolve.
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MISSIONARY'S
FROZEN

LIFE IN
NORTH.

THE

A YEAR IN ALASKA.

St. Peter Claver's Mission,
Nulato, Alaska, June 30, 1894.
Rev. and Dear Brother :?
I think my last letter to you was
written in July, 1893, while I was on
a visit to Holy Cross Mission. In
the latter part of August I returned
here, and a few days after my arrival,
Father Ragarn left, having been
called by Father Superior, leaving
me alone with one Brother, to attend
to these two villages, one of which is
within five minutes' walk of the
house, and the other about two miles
down theriver.
Here we have a small church and
have begun to build a better one,
but at the lower village we had none
until last November, when an Indian
there, who had a good log house,
sold it to me very cheap, because one
of his children had died there about
two years ago, and the medicine
man,or"teyen," as they call him, told
our Indian that his other children
would die if he remained in that
house. With little work, I fixed it
up, made a temporary altar, and began on the Ist. of December to use
it for a church.
My plan was to say Mass there
three times a week, and here three
times, and on the other days to say
the beads and teach catechism in the
afternoon, so that every day each village had either Mass or the beads
and catechism, and on Sundays all
come here, when we have High Mass,
instruction and Benediction of the
Blessed Sacrament.
The first Friday of the month, for
which we prepare by a novena, we
celebrate here by a general communion of all who have made their first
Communion; in all about twentyfive, half of whom are large children,
who have been to school at Holy
Cross.
We are slow to admit the Indian
to Holy Communion, but this year I
have secured the baptisms of all the
children in both villages, and of
nearly all the young people, and with
few exceptions these come to confession at least once a month.
The medicine man could not have
conferred a greater favor upon me
than he did by causing that man to
leave his house. Thus we see how
God makes use of the wicked, even,
to accomplish his designs, and turns
all to the good of his elect.
SICK CALLS AT FORTY BELOW.

On the Bth of December, the feast
of the Immaculate Conception, immediately after Mass, I had to start
on a sick call to a village about thirty
miles down the river. We left here,
an Indian and myself, with a sleigh,
and seven good dogs, about nine
o'clock, stopped at noon at an Indian
house for our dinner of tea, dried
fish and bread, and then continued
our journey, arriving at our destination about four o'clock. It was a

cold day, forty degrees below zero,
but the wind was at our back, and
we did not suffer. I found there an
old man, the father of one of the
children at our school, who was very
sick with something like pneumonia.
I gave him some medicine, instructed
him, heard his confession and annointed him. He was well disposed,
and died a few days after I left him.
On the 15th of December Father
Ragarn returned from Holy Cross
Mission,havingVisited all the villages
between there and here. The trip
lasted one month and the distance
covered was about 300 miles.
CHRISTMAS IN THE ARCTICS.

Christmas day was a happy one
for us here. I said two Masses at
the lower village, where I had nine
communions, and Father Ragarn had
eighteen communions here. At nine
o'clock I sang High Mass here, after
which I had a Christmas tree for the
children. Our tree looked well, although I had no candy. I made
some small cakes, and with them and
a large tin of sweet crackers which
some good folks sent us last summer
I filled a number of small bags, some
of cloth, some of colored paper,
which, together with the toys you
sent, set the tree off in good style,
and made the little ones jump with
joy when they saw it. The tin dogs,
fishes, etc., which moved by themselves, amused not only the children,
but also the older ones. We raffled
the toys, as there were not enough
for all, and gave each child a bag of
cakes. To the grown people we gave
a piece of sweet bread and a cup of
coffee, and all went away pleased.
THE ICE FIELD BREAKS.

The past winter was the longest
and most severe they have had here
for many years. The fall of snow
was by far the greatest I have seen,
and the spells of severe cold more
frequent and longer than usual.
Generally we can only travel at night
in April, because the trail is too soft
during the day, but this year it was
so cold that the sun was not able to
affect anything. It was only at Pentecost, May 13th, that the sun got
the better of Jack Frost, and began
his work of destruction, when, as
though conscious he had a mighty
work to do, he went at it in good
earnest, and in two weeks this immense river had risen about twenty
feet. On Sunday, May 27, the ice
began to go out. The next day, at
about 7 o'clock in the evening, while
the whole river was one mass of
broken ice forcing its way out, a
large cross, which we had erected
two years ago on the spot where
Archbishop Seghers was killed,
passed down the middle of the river,
borne along by the ice, but standing
perfectly erect and facing the bank.
It was a fine sight to see it moving
along in the bright sunlight, amidst
the roaring of that immense body of
ice and water. We tolled the bell
while it was passing.
The place where the Archbishop
was killed is about forty miles above
this place. How far the cross went,
we do not know.
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It looked as if the cross were sent
ahead to give us warning of what
was to come, for as soon as it passed
THE RIVER BEGAN TO RISE RAPIDLY.

We had to remain up all night to
watch it, and at three o'clock in the
morning we took everything from
the church, which is nearer to the
bank than our house. All that day
the watercontinued to increase, forcing all the people in the village to
take refuge on the mountain, and
completely surrounded our house, so
that we could not leave it, except in
the boat. By noon on Thursday,
our cellars were full up to the floors,
so, notknowing what was coming, we
boarded up the lower windows, to
prevent them being broken by the
ice, and moved everything up stairs,
but at 2 p. m. the water began to fall
rapidly, as if a gorge had broken
somewhere.
The other village, which I have
charge of, two miles below here, did
not fare so well, as the water covered it completely, and the ice carried
my church and all of the houses far
back, leaving them a heap of ruins
on the hillside. Some of the people
from that village, who had gone to
the other side of the river before it
broke, thinking they would be perfectly safe there on the high bank,
had a narrow escape. When they
saw the water coming on them and
had no higher ground to retreat to,
they built themselves an elevated
house on poles as high as they could,
and there they took a last refuge.
Fortunately it was just high enough,
but with nothing to spare, for their
feet were already in the water when
it began to fall. All the villages for
at least a hundred miles below here
were washed away.

[CONCLUDED

NEXT

WEEK.]

CONFESSION AND THE BIBLE.
A correspondent asked the Paulists'
Calendar -who was the first to hear
confession in the Catholic Church, or
was it heard in the time of the
Apostles; to which the editor gave
the following answer
The Apostles heard confessions, as
is evident from the power given them
to forgive sin. How could they forgive unless they heard? Here are
some texts of Scripture about con-

:

fessing sins:

?

?

Numbers v. 6 : Say to the children
of Israel: When a man or woman
shall have committed any of all the
sins that men are wont to commit,
and by negligence shall have transgressed the commandment of the
Lord and offended,
7. They shall confess their sins,
and restore, etc.
Matt. Hi. (> : And they were baptized by him (St. John the Baptist) in
the Jordan, confessing their sins.
Acts xix. 18 : And many of them
that believed came confessing and
declaring their deeds.
St. James v. 16: Confess, therefore, your sins to one another i. e.,
to the priests obviously, for he is
speaking of the ministry of the
priests, as in verse 14, where he says
the priest must be called in if any one
is sick.
?

oTributW
Pfesan riters.
THE HEAD OF THE CHURCH ON
EARTH.

Among the many tributes on the
non-Catholics to the attractive character of the reigning Pontiff
we may quote the following appreciation of C. Lamprecht, a writer in
the Tageblatt, of Leipsic :
" There is a current of boundless
amiability which breathes through
the entire person of Leo XIII., an
amiability which can never be forgotten by those, especially, who
have had the privilege to approach
him in a private audience. Formerly
when the Pope was still a temporal
ruler, and gave solemn audiences in
his state apartments, it was easy
enough to obtain access to him. But
now, when both external circumstances and bodily infirmities forbid
this, it is difficult to get admission to
the low Mass which the white-haired
priest says every Sunday in his chapel
in the presence of ten or a dozen invited guests. But whoever, like the
present writer, has taken part in it
will never be able to forget how that
delicate frame, bent with age, with
such expressive, yet pale and furrowed features, celebrated Mass in
silent dignity, realizing with deepest
feeling the words uttered by the
lips, so that every word re-echoes in
the small apartment like an earnest
cry of longing desire. At the end of
the Mass comes the audience. A
small throne is placed by the door,
and the Pope, in a simple white silk
robe, with his scarlet cloak thrown
over his shoulders, receives each one
who is presented to him by his majordomo. AVith a kindly smile the
venerable Pontiff bows to the kneeling visitor, extends to him his right
part of

?

hand, offering the Fisherman's ring
to be kissed, and in his gentle manner

inquires about his home, occupation,
and the object of his journey. Full
of kindness, he holds the visitor's
hand in his, or affectionately strokes
his head as a tender father would do
to his children."
On the other hand, the marvelous
sagacity and consequent world-wide
influence of Leo XIII. for good is
thus depicted by another Protestant
writer in a leading article of the Neuste
Nachtrichten of Dresden :
" By means of prudent policy and
statesmanlike wisdom Leo XIII. has
been able during his pontificate to
elevate the intellectual appreciation
of the Church, both by the mighty
ones of the earth and by the masses
who are seeking their consolation in
religion, to a height hitherto undreamt
of. He has won this victory with
the olive branch of peace, and has
caused the Church militant to retire
into the background. One after another he has brought about the reconciliation with the Iron Chancellor in
Berlin, with the French Republic and
even with schismatic Russia. And
nobody doubts that the Catholic
Church at the present day is, on the
whole, infinitely more powerful than
under Leo XIII.'s predecessor."
?
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said to him prevented him from
taking a glass of brandy. Was it

Temperance.
A WORD JUST IN TIME.

On one occasion, when on a commercial journey, I stayed at the Railway Hotel in the town of L
Dinner was just over, and I was in
the commercial room with but one

.

other gentleman. We had not been
long in conversation, before a youth
was ushered in who had to transact
some business with my companion.
After the boy had stated his message
and was on the point of retiring he
was asked the question : "What will
you take? " The lad stood in amazement, wondering what heshould reply,
when certain intoxicating beverages
were suggested to him from which to

select; rum, brandy, port, sherry,
etc. The boy was now even more
bewildered, and mechanically said :
"Brandy, please, sir," which was
immediately ordered.
I sat thinking what I ought to do
under the circumstances. Etiquette
suggested, Mind your own business !
Duty seemed to say, Speak to the
lad; a word of warning may save
him from ruin. I waited until the
brandy appeared, and just as the lad
was about to lift the glass, I made
bold to speak.
"Myboy, beforeyou drink I should
like you to hear what I have got to
say. sfou are not accustomed to have
brandy offered you, are you? "
No, sir," was his reply.
""Well,
then, before you put that
glass to your lips think for a moment
that what this gentleman has been
kind enough to offer you is the cause
of more mischief and misery in the
world than anything else; and that
drinks of a similar nature fill our
prisons, poorhouses and asylums with
their inmates, and more persons find
a premature grave from drinking
these intoxicating beverages than
from any other cause ; and turning
to the gentleman, I said :
" Is not what I say correct? " He
?

?

How seldom do we realize the value
you?"
A WORD TO HUSBANDS.
"Yes, it was. I was so glad you of time until God or our neighbor
spoke to me, for I didn't know how makes a call upon it. There are many
In all our long list of "hints" to
to get away. I have thought a good wasted minutes that pass unnoticed
persons and classes of pervarious
deal about what you told me, and day by day; it is only in the service
sons
we
have not yet said anything
your words led me to join the Sacred of others that we become watchful
to husbands. Young men,
especially
Thirst League, and I intend never to and frugal of our precious possession.
women,
mothers, wives, sisyoung
How small a portion of our time is
touch a drop of liquor."
and people in
daughters
ters,
sons,
devoted to God
a smaller portion
had
fair share of
have
their
general
perhaps, than most of us realize.
advice,
attention
and
and
it is time
The half-hour or hour spent in church
SAVE THE CHILDREN.
that
the
husbands
had
their
turn.
may be occupied almost completely
We
from
one
of
our
exchanges,
copy
in
connecfathers,
The sins of the
by selfish thoughts, uncharitable critition with liquor drinking, are visited cism, plans for our own interest or therefore, the following :
?

?

on the children to the third and fourth
generation to a greater extent than
with most other sins. Recently in
England about 50,000 children in
connection with 105 schools were examined by competent physicians, and
over 30 per cent, of them were suffering from physical or mental effects
attributed mainly to the drinking
habits of their parents. If all the
children of all the schools of the country were examined and a truthful report furnished, what a terrible indictment it would make against a business
sanctioned and protected by the laws
of our nation !
All these thousands and thousands
of children must go through life impaired and in many instances ruined,
not because of any fault of their own.
The loss to the whole country because
of such defective citizens is tremendous. And yet some will persist in
claiming that if a man drinks, it is his
own business. In dealing with the
temperance question we are not to
think only of the drunkard. It is a
noble thing to work for his reformation but it is a greater work to strive
to throw around the young those safeguards which will prevent them from
becoming victims of strong drink.

,

A SURGEON'S TERRIBLE MISTAKE.
A few years ago," said Charles
"
Patterson,
J.
of Philadelphia, " I
learned the secret of the life of a man

who had passed more than a quarter
of a century with scarcely a smile.
"I am not in a position to deny it." He had been a physician and surgeon,
Then speaking to the lad, I said, and on one occasion had to remove
as drink causes all an injured eye in order to save the
"thisNow my boy,
misery in the world, and you other eye, and prevent total blindhear this gentlemancannot deny what ness. The night before the operation
I say, don't you think it the wisest he had been drinking heavily with
policy to have nothing to do with it?'' some friends, and, although the folHe simply replied:
lowing morning he was sober, his
"Yes, sir," and then left the room. hand was unsteady and his nerves
Three months afterwards, I had unstrung.

replied:

?

?

business in the same town. Walking
along one of the streets, I saw a boy
smiling all over his face, and his eyes
intently fixed on me. When we met
he accosted me with :
Good morning, sir."
'Good morning, myboy," I replied;
you seem to know me, but for the
moment I don't remember you ; have
we met before?"
He heartily, and with boy's sincerity
?

"

"
'

said :
" Yes, sir; don't you remember
me coming to the Railway Hotel one
day, two or three months ago? "
"Well, yes, I do remember a boy
coming there, I think something I
?

FrHints.
iendly

OUR PRECIOUS TIME.

"After administering chloroform
he made a fatal and horrible blunder,
removing the well eye by mistake,
and thus consigning his patient to
perpetual blindness. The moment
he discovered his error he turned the
man over to a competent surgeon,
deeded everything he possessed to
him, and hurried from the neighborhood like a convicted thief. The remainder of his life was one constant
round of remorse, and he rapidly developedinto a confirmed misanthrope.
The secret of his life was known to a
number of people, and was finally
revealed to me. This blunder was
the direct result of drinking."

amusement. When you give up an
hour to God do you try hard to make

the gift complete ? Oh ! you say, it
is so difficult, so wearying to fasten
one's mind on a pious subject. But
if you continue struggling through the
difficulty and weariness you are serving God for the time.
But you have not always the same
excuse. How about subjects that
are not pious? It is true, perhaps,
man can sometimes think of God only
by attentive effort; but your neighbor, can you not devote some thought
to him with small trouble ? He does
not seem far away, surely. A kind
word, an alms, a moment's silence, a
cup of cold water is often a prayer.
Think! Is every moment of your
time too precious to be spent in this
way? Try to make up for want of
fervor in church by such prayers outside of church.

NINE RULES FOR HUSBANDS.

Always come home good-tempered,
and with the sort of look on your
face which you want the photographer to see when you sit for your
picture.
Make yourself agreeable to your
wife and your friends, and do not sit
glum all evening, looking utterly
bored.
Be lenient to your wife's faults,
and do not expect perfection until
you have first become perfect yourself.
Be as near on time as possible at
your meals. Remember that a
woman always wants a meal eaten
when it is ready, and also that things
are damaged by waiting.
Do not expect your wife to keep
accounts unless you keep your
own correctly.

THE HERO OF PARIS.

Dress as well and neatly as your
means will allow, and be careful not
Dr. Roux, the suddenly famous to get your Sunday trousers wet, as
inventor of the new cure for diphth- baggy knees are what no woman can
eria, has been an assistant for fifteen respect.
Be as kind and attentive to your
years of Pasteur, the celebrated
Catholic scientist.
wife as you were before your marhad
a
deal
to
do
with
He has
great
riage, andremembershe has no pipe to
all of Pasteur's discoveries, from the comfort her.
vaccine against carbuncles to that
When your liver is out of order,
against hydrophobia. The discovery
remember food cannot be palatable
of the special poison of the microbe no
matter how nice it is, therefore do
of diphtheria and croup was made by not grumble and turn over on your
a German professor of Berlin; but plate what your wife has provided for
he was unable to reduce it to a method
you, as if it were not fit to eat.
of practical vaccination. It is this
If you have a wife who does keep
which has occupied Dr. Roux for the
her house in order, is not constantly
last two years.
In person Dr. Roux is tall, thin, at war with her neighbors, is not exwith blonde hair, and a small head travagant, has meals regularly and
from which keen eyes look piercingly. well served and does her best to
He is always dressed with the utmost please, let her see how you appreciate
soberness, wearing no ornament but her ; otherwise she will cease to try to
and in
the rosette of officer of the Legion of make your home comfortable,
Honor, which was given him at the due course your troubles at home
will be worse than any you may have
jubilee of Pasteur himself.
He belongs to the vigorous peasant in your business.

race of Auvergne, where he was the
schoolmate of M. Dupuy, the present
prime minister of France. All last
winter his daily visits to the children's
hospitals were enough to exhaust the
strength of one man. But he was
often seen in the remote quarters of
Paris at the bedside of little ones
down with the terrible disease. Sometimes he passed the whole night
watching them. When the poor
parents in the morning asked what
they could give him, the famous
physician darted out of the door and
disappeared as if afraid of their
thanks. He is now the head of the

service, but as the institute is always
in want of funds he does not even
draw the small salary which is allotted
him. His friends say that he knows
nothing of money and cares less, and
that he has given up his whole exist,
ence to serve science and humanity.

A PRESENT EVERY WEEK.
You can give your friend fifty-two
Christmas presents, one every week
for a year, for two dollars, by subscribing for the Review in your
friend's name.
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ReligousMaxims.
SUNDAY.
Brethren, let us begin now to do good,
and to become better, for hitherto we have
made but little progress. ?St. Francis of
Assissi.
He who envies his brother the grace
God has given him, commits the sin of
blasphemy, because he thus envies the
Most High, who inspires every good word
and action.? St. Francis.
MONDAY.
There is no consolation like his who
shares the Saviour's cross. If the bark is
bitter, the fruit is of a delicious flavor.?
Blessed Henry Suso.
Adversity is very useful to those who
profess to serve God: it causes us to
practice patience, humility, and resignation to the Divine will, and we are thus
better disposed than at any other time, to
the practice of every virtue.? St. Louis,
Bishop of Toulouse.

_

TUESDAY.
He that gives all, though but little,
gives much; because God looks n&t to the
quantity of the gift, but to the quality of
the giver.? Quarles.
Where poverty and joy dwell, there is
neither unlawful desire nor avarice. While
the fear of God keeps watch over the
hearth, no enemy dare, enter there.? St.
Francis.
WEDNESDAY.
We must be careful not to omit our
prayers, confession, communion, and other
exercises of piety, even when we find no
consolation in them.? St. Vincent Ferrer.
They who possess the power and the

right to judge should have their judgments
tempered with mercy, in the same manner
as they would wish Our Lord to show
mercy to them: " Judgment without
mercy to those who are not merciful."
St. Francis.
?

____^___

THURSDAY.
God will never let a grief be lawfully
the whole breadth of our lives. Our other
duties remain duties, even while they are
almost intolerable as distractions.
?

Father Faber.
Withhold nothing from God, so that he
who gives himself entirely to you, may
also receive you entirely.? St. Francis.
FRIDAY.
A pure soul is like a beautiful pearl concealed beneath the waves. Though hidden
from the eyes of men, it shall one day
shine before the angels of God in the sunlight of eternity.? Cure d' Ars.
It is only the devil and his followers
who ought to be sad; we, on the contrary,
should always rejoice in the Lord.? St.
Francis.
SATURDAY.
Unless a man realizes that he has fallen
he cannot desire to be raised.
St.
Gregory the Great, O. S. B.
I pray you to despise and reject the
cares, occupations and troubles of the
world, so as to serve God, to love and
honor him with a heart and soul perfectly
pure.? St. Francis.
?

Books are the windows through
which the soul looks out. A house
without books is like a room without
windows. No man has a right to
bring up his children without surrounding them with books, if he has
the means to buy them.
?

Vain are the hopes of youth, but
'tis these vain hopes that give to old
age its most delightful remembrance.

Sunday, Dec. a.
First Sunday in Advent. Gospel, St.
Luke, xxi. 25-33. The second coming of
Christ.
There are certain times and seasons in
the religious year as well as in the business year, says a well known and eloquent
preacher of our own day, that call for
special action and attention, and the
season of Advent that we enter upon
today is one of them. Merchants, as you
all know, take an account of stock at
regular intervals; business concerns of
every kind count up their gains and
losses at stated times, bankers and brokers strike their balances.
Now, Lent and Advent are our seasons
of religious accounting, and their importance as a help in working out our salvation
cannot be questioned. The voice of
Advent is the voice of John the Baptist
crjlng in the wilderness, " Prepare ye
the way of the Lord, make straight his
paths," and the spirit of repentance is the
response that is sought for in every
Christian soul.
It is now the hour for us to arise, make
our special accounting, and put on the
Lord Jesus Christ by putting off the defilements of sin. If Advent does not mean
this much to us, it means nothing. What
meaning can this sacred season have to the
besotted drunkard who goes right on in
his abominable dissipation? What meaning can it have to the foul creature that
goes on wallowing in filthy lust? What
meaning can it have to the evil-tempered
and the evil-tongued, who, in the clamor
of their own passions, fail to hear the
voice of conscience? What meaning can
it have to any soul in the state of mortal
sin that does not immediately resolve on
repentance? If thespirit of Adventtouches
us at all, it should make the sinful pause
in their career of sin, the lukewarm fervent, and the fervent more fervent still.
People are accustomed to flock to the
Advent services; they seem to take a
special interest in their religion at this
season; but where is the fruit? We see a
throng around the pulpit, but do we see a
throng around the confessional? All real
religion in the Catholic Church leads directly to the sacraments, for the sacraments are the divine antidote against sin;
religious observances that do not produce
this result are of little practical value.
Give proof, then, that youreally enter into
the spirit of Advent, not only by going to
church, but by going to the sacraments.
Let the crowds of men whom we see in
the church now prove their faith and approach the Holy Table. Let the women
show their love for our Blessed Lord by
drawing nigh to the Divine Banquet. Let
every soul seek purification in the Blood
of the Lamb and thus be prepared to offer
due homage to the Babe of Bethlehem.
What Christmas joy can be ours if our
Advent is misspent?

ReInstruction.
ligous
THE HOLY EUCHARIST.

Holy Eucharist is the third sacrament of the Christian religion.

If
Baptism gives life to the soul by uniting us spiritually to Jesus Christ, if
Confirmation develops and completes this life-giving union, the
Holy Eucharist is destined to preserve and nourish it.
Holy Eucharist is a sacrament instituted by our Lord Jesus Christ,
and contains our adorable Saviour
himself, under the appearances of
bread and wine. The day before his
Passion, Jesus Christ took bread into
his sacred hands, blessed it, and
changed it by his almighty power into
his own Body and Blood. "Take,"
said he to his Apostles,
take and
eat ye all of this; for this is my
Body." And when they had communicated, he took a chalice of wine,
blessed it in the same manner, and
changed it into his precious Blood,
saying, Takeand drink ye all of this ;
for this is my Blood, the blood of
the new and eternal Testament,
which shall be shed for you and for
many, to the remission of sins."
Then he gave to his Apostles, who
thus became the first priests,
the command and the power to do
what he himself had done, to change
bread and wine into the Body and
Blood'of Jesus Christ.
And you,"
he added, as often as ye do these
things, ye shall do them in remembrance of me." Ever since that
time the Apostles and their legitimate successors, the bishops and
priests of the Catholic Church, have,
every day, when celebrating Mass,
consecrated bread and wine; and y
is this bread and wine, miraculously
changed into the Body and Blood
of our Lord, that we call the sacrament of Holy Eucharist, or the
Blessed Sacrament. To communicate is to receive the sacrament of
Holy Eucharist, or, in other words,
it is to receive the Body and Blood
of Jesus Christ, really present, though
hidden beneath the veils of the
sacred Host. This Body is verily
the same Body that was once upon this
earth, but it is not under the same
conditions. In the Holy Eucharist
it is in a glorified condition, and is
thus immeasurably removed from the
grossness of the natural and earthly
body. To make a good communion
is to receive Jesus Christ with right
dispositions; to make a bad comMonday, Dec. 3.
munion, is to receive him with evil
St. Francis Xavier, Confessor.
The first is the
dispositions.
noblest, holiest, and most subTuesday, Dec. 4.
St. Peter Chrysologus, Bishop.
lime action of which a creature is
capable, for it is to unite one's self to
Wednesday, Dec. 5.
God. The last is a terrible sacrilege,
St. Sabbas, Abbot.
by which we betray Jesus Christ, like
Thursday, Dec. 6.
Judas, with a kiss.
St. Nicholas, Bishop.
In order to communicate well, it is
Friday, Dec. 7.
necessary to be in a state of grace
St. Ambrose, Bishop.
(that is, to have no mortal sin uponthe
m
conscience), to be firmly resolved to
Saturday, Dec. 8.
Immaculate Conception of the B. "V. M. live as a good Christian, to avoid
sin, and to serve God faithfully ; and
Strength is the reward of virtue.
lastly, to prepare for Holy CommunMorality makes a great people.
ion by prayer, spiritual reading, and
?\u25a0?

?

"

"

"

"

BiotsW
f isdom.
Great characters are born, as
Learn to discriminate.
yourself to say no.
Faith gives power.

School

It elevates,

transforms, sees, does.
Fortitude is a fortress affording
a safe refuge in adversity.
Devotion to duty is evidence of a
strong and noble character.
If you aim your arrow at a star, it
will fall and may hurt some one.
Money makes the mare go, and
those in the road are likely to get
run over.

The light under the bushel has one
advantage?the harsh winds cannot
extinguish it.
The hopeful man never thinks of
what might have been. 'Tis always
what may be.
Life is too short to spend much of
it preparing for it and too long not
to prepare for it.
There are those who will tell the
truth even though the heavens fall?
on some one else.
There are some people so charitable that they always give a glass of
water to a drowning man.

It is only the philosopher who can
afford to be poor. All others need
wealth that they may buy with it
philosophy.
recollection of heart. It is necessary, moreover, to be fasting, that is,
not to have eaten or drunk anything
since midnight. This has been commanded by theChurch out|of reverence
for the Blessed Sacrament.

THE DILKHUSH.
The members of the Young Ladies'
Charitable Association are making
active preparations for the Dilkhush,
which will be held in the East Armory, East Newton street, commencing
Dec. 5, and closing Dec. 15. Considering the interest which is being
manifested, it is safe to say that
the attendance will be very large.
The members of the district branches
will wear the dress of the countries
which their district tables represent.
Each evening three districts will
entertain, and special attractions will
be presented.
Voting

is a duty.

To voterightly

rests upon every man's conscience as
a matter of serious importance.
?

IB

Rev. W.M.Wigger, D.D.,
Bishop of Newark, was present at the
recent distribution of prizes at the
Christian Brothers' schools in Cork.
He was so impressed with the educationalwork done by the schools thathe
has decided to bring over some of the
teachers for work in his diocese.
Right
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UNCLE JACK'S TALKS WITH THE
BOYS AND GIRLS.
How To Get A Badge and Manual.

[Whoever sends in a new subscription to the Review, orrenews an old

Cambridge, Mass., Nov. 7, 1894.
Dear Uncle Jack: ?
As it is about time to thank you for my badge and
Manual, I now take the opportunity to do so. I
was delighted with it and had it only three days when
I spoke to my schoolmates about forming a Chapter
and they eagerly wished to do so. We held our first
meeting at our future treasurer's house, Sunday
evening, October 21. We had seven members for a
beginning, which I think very good. Since then we
have added two members. Our Chapter was called
by vote St. Joseph's. We propose to place ourselves
under his protection and care. We have also agreed
to recite the prayer to St. Joseph and to read.'from the
Manual. We also voted for a secretary and treasurer,
and a monthly fee of five cents, and a fine of one
cent each time any of us ill uses the Lord's name.
Our monthly fees we propose to convert to good
use, namely; to make the homes of poor children
happy during the coming glorious season, Christmas.
Could you tell us any other way to use our money?
We had a Hallow Eve party, at one of the members'
houses, it didn't cost the club anything. Each of
the members was very generous and brought something in the line of goodies. We ducked for nuts
and apples, and all had a very pleasant evening. All
our members have taken the promise of the League,
and wish to be enrolled as members. Wishing success to all the Chapters, I remain,
Your loving niece,
Katie G. Corcoran,
Founder St. Joseph's Chapter.

subscription, with two dollars for the
year, will receive a badge and a
Manual free. Any child can get his
parents or some relative or friend to
subscribe and get the badge and
Manual for him. Many children are
getting them in that way.
If your parents or friends subscribeand get the badge for you, send
in your name and be enrolled as a
member, and sign the League promise
and keep it, ?that is, if you are not
a Defender already.
We cannot give badge and Manual
Uncle Jack is pleased with your account
for any special or reduced rate subof St. Joseph's Chapter. The members
full
rate
scriptions, but only when the
evidently have the right spirit. Perhaps as
($2) is paid to this office, direct.]
a way as any
would
your
This is a regular Defenders' week. Two
new Chapters and twenty-four new members are added to the long list of boys and

girls enrolled in the League of Defenders
of the Holy Name. They are all very welcome indeed, and Uncle Jack is sure they
will do their best to persevere in their efforts
to control their tongues, and in saying the
little mental prayer which the League pledge
requires.
Interest in the League has begun to revive with cold weather and school days, and
Uncle Jack has hopes, if all the old Chapters, and the new ones too, will work hard
to get new members, and if all those enthusiastic Defenders who do not belong to
Chapters will go to wotk at once to interest
their schoolmates in organizing Chapters
we shall have two thousand members very
early in 1895. Now everybody roll up your
sleeves and put on your thinking caps and
see what you can do to make folks think
more of the Holy Name of the great Founder of the big Chapter of Christians called
the Church.
For the benefit of the new readers Uncle
Jack will just mention that the League of
Defenders of the Holy Name is a society
of boys and girls who promise to do all they
can to put down the irreverent use of the
Holy Name. They promise not to use bad
words of any kind ; to try to persuade their
companions to give up the habit if they have
acquired it, and to become members of the
League, and to say under their breath when
they hear any one, young or old, using profane language, " God's Name be praised.''
Any boy or girl willing to make this promise
may join the League.
NEW MEMBERS OF THE L. D. H. N.
Katie G. Corcoran, Founder,
St. Joseph's Chapter, Cambridge.
Margaret Cunningham, Founder,
St. Francis Xavier's Chapter, Danby, Vl.

St. Joseph's Chapter.
Katie Corcoran, president;
Lizzie Nelligan, secretary ;
Mary Holmes, treasurer;
Elia McKenzie,
Beezie Keane,
Mamie Corcoran,
Lizzie Keane,
Minnie Griffin,
James Greene.

St. Francis Xavier's Chapter.
Margaret Cunningham, Founder;
Julia Tiernan,
Elizabeth Cooney,
Catherine Cooney,
Rose Cooney,
Margaret Cooney,
Vida Minnett,
Arthur Minnett,
Arthur Hebert,
Agnes Badger,
John Sullivan,
Mary Harinon.
Ellen Cunningham,

The following are members of the League
but do not belong to a Chapter.
Margaret Daly, Woonsocket, R. 1.,
Joseph King, Arlington, Mass.

Here are the letters. A very pleasant
and interesting lot they are too, though
there are not so many of them as Uncle
Jack would like. What are all the boys and
girls doing these pleasant autumn days i
Uncle Jack wishes you would tell him.

nicer clothes, some one else may be richer
in other things, brains, for instance, or piety
or thoughtfulness for others or something
else. It's well to share the good things we
have with other folks who haven't those
particular things, but it isn't quite right to
make them feel that we are so much richer
than they. Besides, as Uncle Jack said before, you can't always tell, it may not be true.
That's a good thing to be humble about.
Uncle Jack hopes all the Chapters will do
something for some one else on the anniversary of Our Lord's birthday. You can all
do something if you are only willing to do
a little extra work.
In a week or two Uncle Jack will print a
little programme for a Christmas party and
entertainment. Taking a basket of goodies
to the hospital and distributing them among
the sick children would be a lovely and perfectly practicable thing for the children in a
large city to do. Select a committee of
your members to go to the hospital a week
or two before the time and tell the superintendent what you would like to do and ask
how many children are there and at what
hour you may come.
Danby, Vt., Nov. 3, 1894.
Dear Uncle Jack:
?

I have read the Sacred Heart Review for the
past three years and like it very much. As I have
to use
funds
good
not seen many letters from Vermont I thought you
be to give a Christmas party a few days be- would be pleased to hear from me. I have organized
fore Christmas or during Christmas week. a Chapter. All have made the League promise and
faithful in keeping it.
You ought to begin work for it at once if Ihave no doubt willourbeChapter
St. Francis Xav'er's.
We have named
you decide to have it and perfect your I am afraid we cannot do as much good as those
plans at each meeting. Perhaps each mem- Chapters where all of the members live near. Ours
ber has a doll or some other toy which she is a mission church, and we have Mass every fourth
twelve years old and go to the
no longer cares for, or she has a lot of old Sunday. I am
public school, my teacher's name is Miss Kendall.
magazines or illustrated children's papers. As this is my first letter I will close.
Each one should bring to the first or second
Yours respectfully,
MargaretCunningham.
meeting anything she wishes to give to the
Christmas fund. Then a committee of

active girls like St. Joseph's Chapter ought
to be able to mend the dolls and make
gowns and hats and cloaks for them until
they are almost as fine as the dolls in shop
windows.
Pretty cloth covers with pieces of pasteboard put inside to make them stiff
may be put on the magazines which are
fresh and clean. They will make acceptable
gifts, you may be sure. The best pictures
and poems and short stories should be cut
from the more worn papers and magazines
and pasted neatly into scrap books. These
scrap books may be made out of old pieces
of white cloth or of pretty pieces of cambric
if you have it. Perhaps your mothers will
help you with their rag bags. Cut the cloth
into pieces about ten inches wide and eighteen or twenty inches long. Starch it stiff
and iron it smooth. Then paste in your
scraps and smooth them out with a hot iron.
Be sure you wait until they are dry, though,
or the ink will all come off on the iron.
Now put your pages evenly together, and
fasten them through the middle. You can
put a pasteboard cover on your scrapbook
and cover it with cretonne if you want to
make it very nice. Uncle Jack saw a very
pretty one made by a little girl for her baby
brother which was filled with colored pictures
and every page was buttonhole stitched
around the edge with a different colored silk.
Then, of course, you can make pretty
bags and fill them with candies and pop
corn. Or if the Chapter has a little money
they might buy stockings and fill them.
First stuff one stocking into the other, put
in an orange, then a bag of candy, then pop
corn and then a toy or book.
It is more fun and more work to have a
Christmas tree, and you must be careful
when you are trying to do some good work
for others that you do not make more hard
work for your mothers. When a Chapter
gives a party it ought to divide the work and
see that no trouble is made for the hostess.
Of course having made all arrangements
you want to invite your guests. Send them
pretty little notes of invitation to come to
St. Joseph's Chapter's Christmas party.
Don't say anything about their being poor
children. Invite them just as you would
any of your acquaintances, and don't let
anybody say anything about their being poor.
Nice girls are careful not to hurt any one's
feelings, and anyway, it's not safe to say
anything about any one else being poor.
You can't always tell. Even if we have

Your Chapter is very welcome, Margaret.

Uncle Jack thinks you have done very well,

considering the way the Catholic families are
apt to be scattered in a place like yours.
However it very often happens that people
who have many difficulties to overcome
accomplish more than those who seem to
have an easy time ot it. So Uncle Jack
expects to hear that St. Francis Xavier's
Chapter is doing a great deal of good.
You will no doubt find something to do if
you keep a sharp lookout. One thing you
can do, you can try to have a good missionary like the Sacred Heart Review
visit each member's family every week and
then youknow every member of the Chapter
will have a badge to remind him or her that
he or she has promised to take good care of
the Holy Name. Perhaps Uncle Jack will
offer a little reward soon to each Chapter
which has secured badges for all its members. How many of yours have badges,
Founder Margaret? The conditions under
which they are given are printed up in the
left-hand corner of Uncle Jack's page. Come
again, Margaret, and tell Uncle Jack all
about your little town. Uncle Jack is sure
it is very interesting.
And here is a girl from little Rhody.
Perhaps we shall have another Chapter of
the League in Rhode Island soon. And
that reminds Uncle Jack that he has not
heard from St. Patrick's Chapter of Provi.
dence, in a long time. Will the Founder
and secretary please write soon to Uncle
Jack ?
Woonsocket, R. 1., Oct. 27, 1894.
Dear Uncle Jack:
?

Not seeing any letters from Woonsocket, and
wishing to become a member of the League of
Little Defenders of the Holy Nan.c, I thought I
would write to you. I promise not to take the Holy
Name in vain by cursing or swearing or using bad

words.
I promise to use my influence to -persuade others
to join with me in defending the Holy Name from insult.
I promise to say to myself (not aloud), whenever I
hear any one swear, God's name be praised."
Margaret Dalv.

"

about. And Uncle Jack is sorry to have to
say " no " to your questionabout the badges,
You see it is this way about those badges
and Manuals. They cost a lot of money,
more than you'd think to look at them,
though they are very pretty, and the Sacred
Heart Review would go into bankruptcy
if it gave them away with anything less
than a two dollar subscription. And the
Defenders wouldn't like that, would they ?
The badges are given only to subscribers
who send two dollars direct to this office
for a year's subscription. The two subscriptions you mention were given at a special rate
and so according to the rule no badges go
with them. You understand, of course, that
Uncle Jack would like to give one of
our beautiful badges to every boy or girl
who writes to him, but until he or the
Sacred Heart Review get dreadfully rich
they can't afford it.
And here's a boy at last. Uncle Jack was
beginning to fear the boys had deserted him.
It's such a long time since he heard from a
boy. What's the matter with you busy
fellows
are football and examinations too
much for you ?
Arlington, Mass., Nov. 5, 1894.
Dear Uncle Jack :
?

?

Mamma has taken the Review for four years and I
like it very much. Igo to the Cutter School. lam
in the fourth class. Igo to St. Malachy's church.
Father Mulcahy is our paster. I am preparing for
Confirmation. I should like a Defender's badge and
Manual, as we are renewing our subscription.
Yours truly,
Joseph King.

All right, Joseph. No doubt you are
wearing your badge to school every day to
remind you of your pledge against bad

words. Uncle Jack wouldn't be surprised if
you had organized a Chapter by this time.
You must write soon again. Uncle Jack is
very fond of letters like yours that he can
read as easily as print. You tried real hard
with the punctuation, didn't you ? And yet
those periods would run away. See if you
can't catch a few more for your next letter,
Joseph, and write soon to

Uncle Jack.

OUR OWN FAULT.
I have no profession of faith to
make about those without the Church,
except that God is infinitelymerciful
to every soul; that no one has ever
been, or ever can be, lost by surprise
or trapped by his ignorance; and, as
to those who may be lost, I confidently believe that our Heavenly
Father threw his arms around each
created spirit, and looked it full in
the face with bright eyes of love, in
the darkness of its mortal life, and
that of its own deliberatewill it would
not have him."?Father Fabek.

"

A GREAT OFFER.
We give a fine sewing machine,
worth $45, for $19 and one subscription to the Review. Send for

description.
Pay

your debts, especially your

small debts ?to the grocer, to the
butcher, to the shoe dealer, to the
baker, to the landlord, to the coal
dealer, and to the printer. Last but
not least, don't forget the Lord his
orphans, his poor, and his Church.
Pay your debts!
?

You are very welcome as a member of
A Protestant paper in the Isle of
the League, Margaret, and Uncle Jack is sure Jersey in the English Channel, speaks
you will be a sincere and persevering Defenalarmed tones of the progress reder. He will be pleased to have you write in
cently made in the island by the Roagain soon and tell him all about Woonyou
play.
man Catholics. "Our churches are
socket and about the games
Perhaps you have a pet dog or cat. You nearly empty," it says,"and now
know Uncle Jack would like to hear about our neighbors are talking of building
it. Or maybe you can tell us something
about your favorite saint or about the another church for Roman Catholics
bravest deed you ever saw done or heard of French speech.

"

_
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FamilrScience.
THE CREATOR'S WISDOM AS SHOWN
IN NATURE.
FISHING CORMORANTS.

Analogous to the practice of falconry, or the art of capturing wild
birds by tame ones trained for this
purpose, is the less common occupation of fishing by means of trained
birds. As the falcon is trained to fly
in pursuit of some desired bird, so the
cormorant is taught to dive for fish,
which when caught it brings to its
master. The cormorant is a bird easily domesticated and trained, and can
be made to serve its master as readily
as a dog can be taught to retrieve.
The cormorant is a web-footed
bird, but like the duck, is capable of
land as well as of water locomotion.
It belongs to that family of swimming
birds, to which also belong the pelicans, gannets, frigate-birds and
darters. As these birds all live upon
fish, they are expert divers, and have
a pouch under the bill or in the neck
in which they temporarily deposit
their food.
The cormorant has a membranebeneath the lower jaw on the neck,
which can be dilated into a pouch.
In the pelican this bag is attached to
the lower part of the bill and can be
distendedto an enormous size. This
pouch is used for the purpose of receiving such food as the bird may
capture to be carried to land for
their own use or for that of their
young. It [is said that the pelican
carries water as well as food for its
young in its pouch.
A.s we have said, the cormorant
can be taught to catch fish and bring
them to its owner. This bird is a
skilful diver and dives from the surface of the water just as the loon
does. Beneath the water it swims
with greatrapidity, and a fishmustbe
very quick indeed to escape it. It is
particular, however, as to the kind of
fish it catches, for it carefully avoids
those fish with strong sharp spines to
their fins, since these spines would lacerate the delicate membrane of the
pouch if such a fish were put into it.
It is generally in the East?particularly in China and Japan?that the
cormorant is used for fishing, although this practice has been introduced into England.
The Chinese fisherman keeps his
flock of fishing cormorants just as a
hunter keeps his dogs, and, less active and graceful than the latter, they
waddle after him as he wends his way
to the lake or river. Perched on the
gunwale of the boat they are quick to
espy their prey in the water beneath,
and diving for it, capture it, and
bring it back to their master. If the
latter has moved on, the cormorant
follows him like a domestic pet.
When the cormorant, after having
dived two or three times and found
nothing, begins to splash the water
with his wings it is a sign that there
are no fish there and that the fisherman will do well to seek another spot.
Sometimes a cormorant is idle and

prefers swimming about on the surface of the water to seeking the fish
it is his duty to catch. In this case a
few blows on the surface of the water
with a long rattan, mingled with vociferousobjurgations, is sufficient toset
the idler to work. Occasionally a cormorant has struck afish so sharply that
the latter is impaled on the bird's bill
and cannot be shaken off. In such instances another cormorant will probably come to the rescue and take the
fish off for him. In order to prevent
the cormorant, before it has been
thoroughly trained, from swallowing

FaFctsnd igures.

A BRAVE FELLOW-WORKMAN.

"Last summer a man in my emexhibited an act of presence of
ploy
Every American warship has [an
mind
and self-control that might well
outfit of 150 flags.
s
be compared to the deeds of daring
1,200,000 articles are on the fields of battle," remarked
About
pledged with London pawnbrokers John L. Nevins, a New York contractor, says the St. Louis Globe Demoeach week.
crat.
" Two workmen were engaged
Stockholm has the highest death- in repairing the lightning-rod on the
rate from drink of any city in the steeple of a church. To accomplish
world, 90 in 10,000.
this somewhat difficult and dangerous
task it had become necessary for one

It is \u25a0 seriously proposed to purify of the workman to stand on the
the Thames by importing crocodiles shoulders of his companion.
the fish it catches, the owner fastens
to act as river scavengers.
While in this position a sudden
about its neck a bit of string or a rubof wind caused him to spill a
gust
ber ring. When the fishing is over
The 1*24 largest cities in the coun- quantity of molten lead, which fell
this is taken off, and the birds are
try show a steady uniform decrease on the hand and arm of his friend.
rewarded by receiving as their share,
in the average size of the family.
Notwithstanding the sudden and insuch of the fish as are too small or too
tense pain the brave man never
much injured in the capture, to prove
According to the Society for flinched, and had the courage to resalable. After a cormorant has been
the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals
thoroughly trained the band around there has been but one mad dog in main motionlesswhile the lead burned
its way into the flesh. He knew that
its throat is no longer necessary.
New
for
a movement of his was liable to preCity
years.
twenty-eight
York
t
Cormorants are very easily domeshis companion from the dizzy
cipitate
ticated and make themselves quite at
height into the street below, and he
The
white
rhinoceros
has
become
home in the family of their owners.
extinct. There endured the pain rather than risk tke
They appear to prefer human society, nearly, if not quite,
England life of his fellow-workman."
and will penetrate (if they can) any are two stuffed specimens in
in
Museum.
Cape
the
Town
part of the house in pursuit of their and one
species of the genus.
largest
It
is
the
SAD INDEED!
master.

"

Edison is now at work with a plan
to grease the sides of ships so they
A most interesting case of gradual will slip through the water more
adaptation to environmenthasrecently readily. He says that the friction of
come to light. The temperature of salt water and itp constituents is
the cold storage warehouses in Pitts- much more than is generally beburgh, Pa., is, of course, belowfreez- lieved, and if he can only do what he
ing, and till recently no rats or mice is trying to do, the Campania can go
were found in them. Some time from New York to Liverpool in four
since, however, the keepers found a days.
breed of rats living there.
They
The value of the electric light as
were clothed in long, thick fur, even
a
saver of time and money is
the very tail being covered with a
illustrated in a return just
strikingly
thick growth of hair. Now rats with
made
of
the average time occupied
coats adapted to these changed conin
by
ships
passing through the Suez
ditions are found in all the Pittsburgh
canal. With the electric light the
cold storage warehouses.
But, singular as it may seem, the journey is accomplished in eight
presence of rats there has led to the minutes under twenty hours. Withintroduction of cats ?an animal out the light thirty-one hours and
which of all others loves warmth and twenty-four minutes is the time usucomfort. One cat with unusually ally required.
thick fur was introduced there, and
A new form of phonograph reshe not only survived, but brought cently
described before the Berlin
forth a brood of seven kittens, which
Electro-Chemical Society by Herr A.
whengrown showed thick coats of fur.
Koeltzow records on a cylinder made
This new breed has increased so that of a kind of hard soap. Each cylinin these warehouses there are now
der costs only about seventy-five
many specimens of these furry cats. cents and can be used for 250,000
The animals are short-tailed and
words, owing to a device for removchubby, and in coat resemble the wild ing a thin layer from the surface
cat of Canada. These cats cannot when it has been covered. Thus
endure a high temperature, and if
the cost does not exceed that of the
takenoutside in the warm season, they paper required to write an equal numSCIENCE NOTES.

I went to St. Patrick's Cathedral,
Dublin, recently, says a modern
writer, not to hear Mass, for Mass is
no longer said there since the period
of the Reformation. About twenty
boys and men came down a turret
of winding stairs, dressed in dirtylooking cotton surplices, followed by
three elderly, graybearded men,
dressed also in surplices and over
them thrown a hood of colored silk.
Taking their places in the choir, the
organ pealed forth and the singers
sang certain hymns, which were
certainly executed with admirable
taste and good voice. I didn't stay
for worship, as I came to view the old
Catholic relics of primitive times. I
noticed only one person in the body
of the church, an old lady, evidently
a Protestant, for she stood up and
sat down according as their ritual
prescribed. She did not remain
more than a few minutes, for when I
looked again in her direction she was
gone !
And there that grand old Cathedral stood in the most populous part
of the city, its choir singing to empty
benches, as an expressive retort to
that religious tryranny which had
taken it away from those that built
it, and turned it to a worship which
their consciences repelled ! It is a
fact, I was the only one there, and
I had retired behind a remote pillar
and was a tourist caught jthere by accident. The day will come when
those solemn prophetic words will be
realized : In that day the thoughts
of the wicked shall perish," and that
ancient building, the incarnation of
Catholic faith and skill and beauty,
will, if not restored to its primitive
and legitimate worship, at least be
kept free from intrusion and from
that unsanctified use which was not
contemplated by those who built it.

die.

ber of words.

After January 1, 1895, no more
"days of grace " will be allowed in
New York State, on notes, drafts,
checks, acceptances, bills of exchange,
bonds or other evidencesof indebted-

An artificial cotton, said to be
much cheaper than the natural, is
reported from France. It is made
from the wood of the pine, spruce or
larch, which is defibrated and then
disintegrated and bleached with a
hot solution of bi-sulphite of soda
and chloride of lime. The resulting
pure cellulose is treated with chloride of zinc, castor oil, and gelatine
and the paste is passed through a
perforated plate. This gives a thread
which is afterwards woven into a
Send a postal-card for our Prize
List.
strong and very presentable fabric.

ness made, drawn or accepted by any
person or corporation, and no grace,
according to the custom of merchants,
will be allowed after that date unless
there is a stipulation to the contrary.
There is nothing left for the debtor
to do but to settle or .let his obligation go to protest on the day it matures.

"
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ARE WE DOING OUR DUTY?

Sacred Heart Review

It is not only lawful, but it is wisp,
to learn of an enemy. It is painful
to have to consider our Protestant
friends as enemies, but the fault is
Business Department,
258 Washington Street, Boston.
not ours. We bear them no resentEditorial Depa-tment,
83 Otis Street, East Cambridge.
ment, we respect the honest ones
General Advertising,21) cents per line. Agate.
Special rates for local advertising.
among them. We respect their moPrinted rates sent upon application.
tives, and honor their zeal. When
show a disposition to encroach
they
Two Dollars.
Yearly Subscription,
Five Cents. upon our preserves we should have
Single Copies,
more just excuse for finding fault if
nyThc Holy Sacrifice of the Mass is offered every week
we took more pains to cultivate our
in St. John's Seminary, Brighton, for the spiritual and
temporal welfare of our subscribers
own garden, and thus leave less opportunity for trespassers to cultiEntered as second-class matter in the Boston Post
Office, Dec. I, 1888.
vate it.
The efforts of " our friends, the
SATURDAY, DEC. 1, 1894.
enemy," in looking after our children, and laboring to provide for
Contents.
their wants, both physical and intellectual, are certainly deserving of all
PAGE
at least when not prompted
praise
1 Editorial Notes.
by religious prejudice and a desire to
2. Current Religious Comment in the proselytize.
Magazines
Our attention has been attracted
Cardinal Pole.
by two articles in recent publications,
Catholic Sicilian Customs.
one giving an account of what is
Education Alone Insufficient.
called
the Lend-a-Hand Book MisProtestant Missionaries in the
"
written by Sarah P. Brigham,
sion,"
East.
who seems to be the agent and movThe Enlightened Middle Ages.
ing spirit of the enterprise ; and the
3. Catholic Missions:
other an appeal for books for what is
A Year in Alaska.
called The North Bennett Street
of Protestant Writers :
la publishedsimultaneously in Burton and Cambridge,
Mass., every Saturday, under the auspices of several
clergymen of the archdiocese of Burton by
REV. JOHN O'BRIEN.

?

:

Tributes

The Head of the Church on Earth.

4. Temperance:
A Word Just in Time.
Save the Children. 4
A Surgeon's Terrible Mistake.
The Hero of Paris.

Friendly Hints :

A Word to Husbands.

5. Religious Maxims.
Church Calendar.
Religious Instruction:

The Holy Eucharist.

Bits of Wisdom.
6. Our Future Men and Women:
New Members of the League.
Suggestions for Christmas.
Letters from the Pounders.'

7. Familiar Science:
Fishing Cormorants.
Science Notes.

Facts and Figures.
8. Editorial:
Are We Doing Our Doty?
He Who Cometh.
9. Poem " Mary, the Immaculate."
Football.
General Intention.

:

10. Our Fashion Letter:

"

Industrial School."

The first seems to be a more general scheme for furnishing suitable
reading, especially for the destitute,
whether in town or country, in schools
and in public institutions, both penal
and charitable. Miss Brigham gives
an account of a recent visit to the
South, where she succeeded in
awakening a very general interest in
her praiseworthy work. She raised
several hundred dollars in cash, and,
she says, offers of reading matter
have come from all over the South.
She established Lend-a-Hand Clubs
in many places, and in answer to her
appeals, she says, 247 barrels and
boxes were sent as freight, the cost
of transportation generally being
paid. More than COO packages were
carried by the mails, besides a large
number of single books and periodicals. She gives interesting details
of the pleasure and profit conferred
by the distribution of these documents.

The effort in the North End of
home, and is
worthy of the serious consideration
of our people. The North End Industrial School is an institution established in Bennett street in 1880.
Its object is to instruct women and
girls in cutting, making and mending
garments ; machine stitching, dressmaking, knitting, etc., and to teach
boys the use of carpenters' tools,
with a carpenter as a teacher.

A Glance at the Newest Styles in
Boston comes nearer
Dress.

11. Our Irish Letter:

:

Poem " The Irish American."
Farming in Ireland.
A Movement to the Church.
St. Vincent Society.

12. Medical Hints :
Sick Headache Cure.
About Hemorrhage.

New Books :

" Quintets."
" Woodland Rambles."

Various New Publications.
Dr. Conaty's University Lecture.

erage attendance in the reading-room of
143 children daily. This was between the
The Thanksgiving Left-Overs.
hours of four and six in the afternoon,
The Test of Business Capacity. and seven and nine in the evening. In the
afternoon, as soon as they are let out of
Household Hints.
school, the younger children of both sexes
:
Stories
flock in, occupying every seat at the long
The Siege of Kussak.
tables. At this time the giving out of
Poem: " Mary Immaculate."
books to be taken home is attended to,
and 180children availed themselves of this
Sense and Nonsense.
privilege last winter. In the evening,
Catholic News and Notes.

13. The Housewife:

14.

15.
16.

" During the last winter," we are told,
" from October to April, there was an av-

however, the library is open only to the
older boys, by whom again every seat is
filled, while a long line of more or less
patient waiters wntcli from the entry for
a vacant chair both in the afternoon and
evening."

And the writer informs us that it
is proposed to open an additional
room in the evening for the larger
girls.
Who are these children? Where
do they come from? We should like
to have the census taken to determine the number of Catholic children
who frequent this Protestant institution. Very likely it will be said it is
not a sectarian institution. That is
a very common plea, and we do not
say one word in disparagement of
the work or of the motives of those
who support and conduct it. But it
is not a Catholic institution, and we
venture to say the books in the library
are not Catholic books.
They say that the books are carefully selected. No doubt of it, and
Ihey are probably very careful not to
admitany distinctivelyCatholicbooks,
while, on the other hand, we think it
would be safe to say there are a number of books which no careful, prudent Catholic parent would allow his
children to read.
And what are we doing in the
same time to interest our children
and keep them from wandering into
strange pastures? Look at the Children's Aid Society, with its perfect
and extensive organization, ramified
throughout the city and suburbs of
Boston, with a central office in Charity Building, and a numerous corps
of active,interested, energetic agents,
male and female, who are constantly
on the watch for neglected and abandoned children, and whose system
embraces the most thorough and
complete arrangements for providing
not only for the protection, but for
the education of the children, and
their proper preparation and complete equipment for their success in
the world !
One of the agencies which this
society employs is an attractive portable library. These libraries are distributed in various districts throughout the city, and placed in the care
of such families as are best able to
take care of the books, and distribute them to the children. These
books, too, are said to be "carefully
selected," but we may be sure there
are no distinctively Catholic books
among them.
Again, we ask, What are we Catholics doing to counteract the efforts
of proselytizers of our children?
Where are our free libraries and our
protective organizations, our clubrooms, our schools of industry for
teaching our young boys and girls
the practical trades, the household
duties and the cooking, which are so
essential to their success in life?
Are not even our asylums too often
rather schools of intellectual education, accomplishments and refinement, where the children of the
poor are turned out young ladies,"
to be thrown upon the world, subject
to its dangerous and insidioustemptations, because they have no way of
earning a living? Let us not be

"

ashamed to learn from our enemies,
or rather, let us learn to practice our
own principles of which they for the
present seem to be better exponents
than ourselves.

HE WHO COMETH.
Though the gospel for Advent
Sunday corresponds, to a noticeable
extent, with that for the final Sunday after Pentecost, there is between
them a marked difference. Throughout the one sounds an unbroken note

of awe and dread. But today, though
we hear again of the distress of nations, and of men withering away
for fear, and for expectation of what
shall come upon the whole world, in
the midst of these terrors are read
the cheering words :
When these things begin to come
to pass, look up, and lift up your
heads ; because your redemption is at
hand."
Throughout the office for the day
rings a singular note of joy and
trust.
Exert," the collect cries,
"exert, O Lord! thy power, and
come." "None of them that wait
on thee shall be confounded," says
the introit; and the gradual and offertory repeat the cry. Those who
live during Advent in the Church's
spirit find it to be, indeed, a blessed
season of waiting for the coming of
the Lord. *
It is a calm Lent of recollection
before the joy of Christmas; the
feast of Mary's Expectation sets the
keynote to it, bringing us into union
with her immaculate heart, as she
?

"

"

waited for the day when she would

look first upon the face of her Child
who was her God. Let us draw
near, and kneel beside her on this
Advent Sunday, and learn from her
what Advent really is.
The word means coming; the season of Advent is that in which we are
called to think upon the first coming
of Christ to be our Saviour, and his
second coming to be our Judge.
When Mary prayed and waited in
those unequalled Advent days before
the first Christmas dawned, what did
she think and feel ?
Perhaps she was scarcely conscious that she thought or felt at all.
In complete union with the God she
bore within her, his will was hers ; she
lived on his life far more than that
unborn Saviour lived on hers. The
Child, whoseface she yearned to see,
will come, at the last great day, and
we shall see his face. Why should
not our Advent be like hers ?
We know the answer. Between
us and Mary's peaceful joy stands
the dark spectre, sin.
Cardinal Newman has one very
subtle thought among a thousand
others. Every sin, he 6ays, has its
history ; it is not an accident; it is
the fruit of former sins in thought or
deed; it is the token of a habit
deeply rooted and far extending.
They are all connected ; they tend to
a whole ; they look towards an end ;
and they hasten to their fulfilment.
We know well that no such history belonged to the sinless Mother;
but for us the dread which hangs so
darkly about the Advent season is

..
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MARY, THE IMMACULATE.
BY

REV.W.J.

MCCLURE.

She was the chosen ir.aid of God
Determined by the Almighty mind
When *dam shrank befo-e the rod,
And Eden's pleasant ways resigned.
?

?

'Twere vain to seek her rad-ant face
In pride of ttmporal estate.
For humt lest of the human race
Was Mary, the Immaculate.
Ccu'd Mary be a child of sin
And be the M ther of the Lord?
The very word should freely win
'Monn Chiistians, negative acco:d.
For Faith denieth falsity,
However learned and obstinate,
And Reason utters its decree
That Mary is Immaculate.

I" !

fu'l of grace ! the Angelsaid,
"
" Hail,Hail,
full of grace " the Fathers kenned,
Hail, full of grace ! " Confessors prayed,
" Hail, full of grace, ur souls defend! "
Thou wert retriever of the fall,
11

t

Thou art in giory elevate ;
Be thou a mother to us a'l,
O Mary, so Immaculate '.

rightly there. Who has not
a history of sin in his past career,
some habit deeply rooted and far
extending; and all these things look
indeed towards an end, and hasten to
their fulfilment
their final unveiling and doom at the final day ! Yet
still, for all her children the Church
exclaims this Sunday:
Exert, O
Lord! thy power and come," and
still she speaks her dauntless word
of trust: " None of them that wait
on thee shall be confounded."
Think again for a long, silent,
blessed while, on the bliss of Mary,
Mother of God, during the last of
those Jewish Advents, when for
thousands of years prophets and people had cried in vain for their God
in the first of those Christo come,
tian Advents, when truly he had
come, though men knew it not. Can
she sleep at night or speak by day,
in the rapture of that unbroken
union, her spotless holiness linked
with the Divinity in a manner unknown before and never to be known
again? Does she not seem to herself to move ever among pure lilies
of eternal peace, whose odors haunt
her dreams"? Do not angels kneel
ever in her presence, plainly visible
to her who has received the gift of
the Divine Maternity? Do not her
ears hear heaven's hosannas ring
about her, as around the Holy of
Holies, the most sacred tabernacle
of the most mighty Lord ? Can you
or I in the slightest degree imagine
the rapture that filled to the brim the
chosen Mother's soul?
Can we?
One day of this holy season, you
and I, please God, will kneel in the
confessional and before the altar,
and our souls will be fed with those
most nourishing sacraments" left
by Jesus Christ in his one true
Church for the use of sinful man.
One day of this holy season, the true
Christ, God and Man, will be within
us, under the form of a little white
host," as really as his mother bore
him hiddenly within her all these
Advent days. My God! the bliss
too

tion as our penance; let us but
" wait for him," till the day break,
and the shadows flee away, no matter how hard the trial be, brought by
our sins upon us; still let us cry
through all, unconquered: "Exert,
O Lord ! thy power, and come," and
in the end, we "shall not be confounded. ' In God's own good time,

and in the Holy Spirit's power, something unknown before will come
upon us
something we never will
forget; a strength, a reverence, a
peace will fill our souls, and uplift
them into a new union with God, for
which we shall never beable to thank
him enough.
And then, looking on to the final
Advent, while s' ill we shudder at its
terrors, we shall be in perfect peace.
We shall know icho it is that cometh,
even Jesus whom we have fed upon,
and held in our hearts, and loved and
welcomed with Mary; and falling
low before our God, who was on
earth our Lover and Best Beloved, we
shall say to him what he will understand
Recordare, Jesu pie !
Ah, remember, Jesu sweet!"
?

: ''

?
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FOOTBALL.

The trouble with the gameof football seems to be that it sets up standards and rules of conduct of its own,
and opposed to those generally received. Among the things that the
race has settled firmly is that violence
and brutality cannot be permitted in
society. The impulse to consider
your opponent an enemy, no matter
what the game is, and to "lay him
out," must be sternly repressed. A
society in which your opposite at
cards draws a pistol and shoots you
for trumping his ace, or where the
man whom you beat at croquet turns
and brains you with his mallet, is intolerable to civilized men. From
this come certain rules ; that two on
one is not fair," that "you mustn't
hit a man when he is down," and
that you must take a man of your
size." The young men who play
football brush these rules all aside.
They intend to win ; the opponent is
the enemy; he is to be "laid out,"
and disabled if necessary. And the
point is that these things are not condemned, but glorified. At Springfield numbers of men set upon one
slender young fellow, and deliberately pounded and bruised him into
semi-insensibility, when he was no
longer dangerous as a player. The
leader of one side threw himself upon
a prostrate man and
gave him the
the knee " in his neck, breaking his
collar bone. Others engaged in
fights. One man was kicked in the
eye, and another had hisnosebroken.
These things, done anywhere else,
would land a man in the station
house, and, if he pretended to be a
gentleman or even a decent rough,
would disgracehim in his community.
But in football everybody seems to
undergo a sort of mental and moral
change, a twisting of ideas and prinso that cowardice, cruelty,
ciples,
awaits
each
of Mary in some degree
the display of all the savbrutality,
child of thine.
unchecked and destrucage
passions,
pagravely,
Let us but seek him
of exciting horror and
tive,
instead
desolatiently, taking dryness and

"
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disgust, are lot ked upon as virtues,
and the young savages, instead of
being disgraced and punished, are
made into heroes. Much is said
about the value of courage, pluck
and endurance to the individual and
the nation. True, but the highest
type of sturdy manhood exercises
these qualities with stern and watchful self-control, and within the laws.
The biggest brute that ever "swung"
for murder may have as much courage and " sand " as any soldier who
dies for his country, but he exercises
them like a brute, without the restraint which citizens, gentlemen and
Christians are bound to observe.
No sport which kicks aside the fundamental rules of social conduct, and
substitutes others of its own, justifying gentlemenin acting like brutes
and cowards, can long be tolerated. It is a distinct reversion towards savagery, and our civilization
is, and must be, inflexibly opposed to
anything of the sort.

GENERAL INTENTION.

WHEN THE POPE DIES.
As soon as it becomes clear that
the Pope must die soon, all the
cardinals composing the Sacred College who are in Rome gather at the
bedside, and on their knees wait for
the end. The sacristan bishop administers the Vi ticum and the Extreme Unction, the grand penitentiary gives absolution, the penitential
psaims are then intoned, the sacristan bishop pronounces the consecrated formula, the dying Pope,
if he has the strength to do so, gives
his benediction to the assembly, and
the dirge to the hymns for the
dead continues to the last. Then
the camerlengo, to make the official
record of the death, with a small silver
hammer strikes threelight blowson the
dead man's head and calls him by his
Christian name. When in 1878 the
dead Pope was Pius IX. (Giovanni
Mastai Ferretti) the camerlengo,
Cardinal Pecci, the present Pope,
after striking the three blows with
the hammer, called "Giovanni! Giovanni ! Giovanni!" Then turning to
the assembly said: "The Pope is
really dead." Thereupon, while the
assembly is kneeling, the camerlengo
intones the Dc Profandis. The master of the chambers then removes
from the dead Pope's finger the "fisherman's ring" and hands it to thecamerlengo, a symbol of the temporary
transfer of the authority of the Holy
See. At the first plenary meeting of
the Sacred College, this ring, the
seals, and otherinsignia of office connected with the late Pope are broken
up and destroyed. The temporary
sovereignty has passed into the
hands of the Sacred College.
In its choice of a Pope, says a
writer in the Catholic Standard, the
Sacred College is not limited by law
or regulation to Italians, though it is
370 years since a Pope of any
other nationality has been elected.
The last was Adrian Florent, a
Netherlander, Pope Adrian VI., in
1522-23. Neither is the College
restricted by law to cardinals or to
priests ; any faithful Catholic, even
though he be a layman, is eligible;
the conclave has the whole Catholic
world to choose from, but for a precedent for a layman Pope it would
have to go back to 1024, when the
Patrician Creseentius became Pope
John XIX. The only indispensable
rules are that a majority of all the
cardinals living shall be present, and
that of those present a majority of
two-thirds is required to elect.

Our Holy Father, the Pope, asks
us to pray during the month of December for the revival of Christianity
in Africa. All the world knows that
within a few years past many thousands of men from England, France,
Germany and Italy have gone to
Africa to explore the country; to
hunt the wild animals which abound
there, to build railroads, establish
trading stations, collect ivory, and
generally to open the vast and hitherto unknown territory to commerce
and civilization. It is well known,
also, that wherever a movempnt of
this kind takes place, the consequences to the ignorant and heathen
inhabitants of the country are most
disastrous. Rum drinking and other
vices of the white men are introduced and added to the natural wickedness of the savages. Thisprocess
is now being carried on in Africa.
Add to this the horrors of the slave
trade, and the internal wars among
the savage tribes themselves, and it
will be seen that there is the greatest
possible need of the influences of the
Christian religion. Side by side with
the soldiers, and the traders, and
very often far in advance of them,
the missionaries of the Catholic
Church have penetrated the African
wildernesses, bringing the Gospel of
love and peace to the unhappy
wretches who inhabit its vast and
gloomy forests. The task of the
missionaries is apparently beyond
human strength and wisdom, but
with the help of God it will be sucFATHER ROSSIGNOLI'S ESCAPE.
cessful. And for this help the millions of members of the Apostleship
One of the companions of Father
of Prayer will pray especiallyduring
Ohrwalder
in his ten years of captivthis month. Those who can will
in
the
of el Mahdi, and in
camp
ity
give money, and all will give their
while
General Gordon was
Khartum,
prayers.
besieged there, was Father RossigFOR CHRISTMAS.
noli. Father Ohrwalder escaped, but
Father Rossignoli remained prisoner.
A good Christmas present for your November 25 he arrived in Cairo,
friend ; not expensive, easy to get, and having escaped, with an Arab, from
sure to be welcome, is a subscription Omdurman. He wandered along the
to the Review for the coming year. river bank at night, and hid in the
hills by day.
Two dollars will pay for it.
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the foot of the skirt, where it ends in
a fringe of fur. The collar is a high
standing one and that is the only
thing that distinguishes the garment
A GLANCE AT THE NEWEST
from
a similar wrap worn by the
STYLES IN DRESS.
women of two or three generations
Dame Fashion has been interfering ago. There are large roomy muffs to
a good deal with the children's clothes match the victorines. Black bear is
this season, but there is still enough the favorite for these garments.
of simplicity left to enable almostany
THE WINTER BLAZER.
one to keep the little folks up to date
The favorite style of coat seems to
in their wearing apparel. Plaids are
be the Prince Albert, which is shown
as usual worn a great deal by the
in fur, seal, astrachan and Persian
small girls. The blues and browns and in all sorts of wools, shaggy
shading into maroon are favorites.
cheviots, camel's hair, covert and
Plaids help out nicely with last broadcloth. The average length is
season's half worn and outgrown
about forty inches, though some are
dresses.
I saw a deft-fingered
longer. Many of these Prince Almother transform a couple of frocks
bert coats have skirts to go with them
for which her small daughter had
of the same materialand color. Many
grown too tall. One was a dark handsome brown and green suits are
green and she added a wide bias
made after this fashion. They seem
piece of red and green plaid around to take the place of the blazer and
the bottom of the shirt. Hems and
cutaway suits so much worn last sumbands are made about five inches mer. With them are worn silk waists
deep. A large sailor collar and deep
more or less elaborate, according to
cuffs to the elbow were added, the
the occasion. There is one good
latter helping out the worn sleeves. thing about these suits, they are ecoThe great wear on school dresses is
nomical. A suit of Lincoln green or
on the sleeves. It is always wise, of
any ofthe popular browns,well made, is
course, to buy enough goods to make consideredsuitable for almost any time
an extra pair of sleeves, but if one or place. For ordinary wear a stiff
hasn't done so, long cuffs of velvet or bosomed shirt-waist,
four-in-hand tic
plaidreaching to the elbow help the and waistcoat may accompany it,
matter. Silk sleeves of contrasting while for more dressy occasions one
color or to match the goods with a of the elaborate silk or chiffon waists
sash or a ruffle around the yoke will will be suitable. The fashion oracles
make as good as new an otherwise are already predicting that the day
shabby dress. White is always suit- of the half long coat is over and that
able for children and some mothers we shall soon have the short, tightwho can afford it dress their little girls fitting and natty jacket, again.
always in white or blue and white.

FasL
hOionur etter.

Chaps

Colds

Cracks
Chilblains

Coughs

Catarrh

Are ills to which all flesh is heir. You can break up and spsedily cure all
of Jiese by the free use of our Anodyne. All chills, cramps, hoarseness,
whooping cough, tonsilitis, la grippe, sore throat, colic, croup, cholera morbus,
mumps, neuralgia, sciatica, bites, burns, scalds, stings, sore lips, every ache or
pa.n in the head, limbs, lungs, bowels or kidneys, are soothed and cured
the internal and external use of
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It was devised by an old fashioned, noble
hearted Family Physician in 1810, for the good
of his fellow meu. It has stood on its own
intrinsic merit. Generation after generation
have used it with entire satisfaction and transmitted the knowledge of its worth to their
children as a valuable inheritance. For over
80 years the demand for it has steadily increased. All who use it are amazed at its
marvellous power, and are loud in its praise
ever after. It is used and recommended by
physicians everywhere. Itis unlike any other.
It lS superior to any other. Its electric energy
exciting the organs to more vigorous exertion,
thus givingthem the power to throw off disease,
Every Mother should have it in the house,
dropped on sugar suffering children love it.
It is the Universal Household Remedy for all.

It is the greal vital and muscle nervine. Its special province being the
treatment of inflammation, whether internal or external. Inflammation is
an unsound condition of any part of the body, manifested outwardly by redness and swelling attended with heat and pain, manifested inwardly by
congestion of the blood vessels with obstructions of the blood current and
growth of unsound tissue, causing irritations, pain and inflammatory diseases.
For more than forty years I have used John- I use Johnson's Liniment for catarrh. Ihad
Anodyne Liniment in my family. Ire- tried almost everything recommended for
garditone of the best and safest family mcd- catarrh, but find Johnson's Anodyne Liniment
icines; used internal and externalin all cases, far superior to any. I use it as you direct.
0. 11. Ingalls, Dea. 2d Bapt. Ch., Bangor Me.
J- H- Whipple, South Windham, Vt.
son's

If you can't

The Doctor's Signature and Directions are on every bottle.
get it send to us. Price 35 cts; six $2.00. Sold by druggists. Pamr>hlet free.
& CO., 22 Custom House Street, Boston, Mass., Sole Proprietors,
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styles, so we may expect a wave of
the warm, becoming hue to strike this
side before the winter is half over.
The Parisians are wearing capes and
cloaks and hats of cardinal.
brown crowns have tan brims. They
Many of the newfashioned skirts
have no trimming but the band of are made up separately from the lin-

women and for shopping and rainy
day wear. They come with the
crown of one color and the brim of
another. A hat with a black crown
has a grey brim and those with

ribbon.

ing, to which they are joined at the

THE FANCY WAIST.

hem and belt. The newest skirts
waists
to go with differ- have eight gores and flare considerMany
odd
THE HANDY CAPE.
For winter wear they have gowns of
ent skirts are shown. A very pretty ably. Some of them are seven yards
The cape is quite popular as an
heavy white serge or other woolen
one is made of cream yellow silk with
bottom. They are lined
materials. For "best" they are outdoor wrap, perhaps because the a tiny satin dot. It is gathered full around the
almost
half
in front and clear to
way
trimmed with silk or velvet. White immense sleeves of the gowns are at the waist and neck. Deep Vanhaircloth.
yokes of wash silks or cambric are difficult to get into a coat without dyke points of lace form a yoke, above the waist in the back with
over
the
hips and
smoothly
They fit
Very pretty capes are
wornwith colored woolen slips, though crushing.
is set a jaunty stock collar of have the fullness of the back gathered
which
of course they require heavy under- shown in rough and smooth cloths,
black chiffon. The belt is also of into organ or box pleats.
wear. Some very sensible aprons and of course there are more elegant black chiffon, and an accordion
plaited
xOlly Daly.
are worn to school by the daughters and also far more expensive ones in
of it finishes the full sleeves.
frill
of sensible mothers. They are made velvet and plush and fur. The cloth
SEWING MACHINE.
Felt cut in strips and plaited like
of pretty chambray, and are large capes come in all colors and at almost
enoughto cover the whole gown. The all prices. One may get a fairly straw is one of the popular features
A regular $45 machine for $19
sleeves are the large leg of mutton good one for about eight dollars. In of the season's millinery. The effect
one subscription to the Review.
and
and the apron is cut out V shaped at buying one it is a good idea to have is rather pretty, but hats made of
for description.
Send
the neck. Large beaver hats are in mind the colors of one's dresses. this material are sure to catch and
worn by the little girls, and they are The blue capes are very pretty, but hold every particle of dust that is
A company has been formed to atsimply adorned with big bows of silk. if one's best dress is green, the dress
tempt to reconstruct the manufacture
Fancy silks are so reasonable in price and cape will spoil each other.
The skirts of the season are heavy, of charcoal iron in the province of
that the mother in moderate circum- Black or one of the neutral browns is too heavy for comfort, in fact. To Comiaught, Ireland, where some of
stances can usually afford it for a best the best all round color. The vel- relieve the hips from the burden, many the richest ores are located. Hithgown for the daughter old enough vet capes are trimmed with bands of women have skirt supporters. Truth erto the prohibitive price of peat
to go to the dancing school or to jet and lace and narrow edgings of to tell there is small difference between charcoal has precluded the profitable
children's parties. I saw a very fur. They are almost the prettiest them and the masculine suspenders. manufacture of charcoal iron. This
pretty one the other day made of but- things out for dressy occasions. They are fastened to the skirt by impediment has been
removed by the
ter colored silk and trimmed with With the coming of cold weather, shield pins, cross in the back and fas- Rose retorts, which produce an excellace. The yoke was of accordion however, it is likely the capes will ten again in front in the same way. lent charcoal at a low cost, while the
plaited silkand the gown hung straight give way to the snugly fitting jacket
by-products (sulphate of ammonia,
The Paris letters announce thatred etc.) can be saved, and also lessen
from it. The sleeves were a full puff and the long cloak.
is a favorite color at the birthplace of the price of the charcoal.
to the elbow and were completed by a
THE NEWEST GLOVES
deep frill of the lace, which was also
are ficelle, a light shade of fawn, and
for church, Chapel, and Home.
gathered full around the yoke.
WINTER WRAPS.

The victorine is a novelty in fur
wraps this season. It is a compro-

have black stitchings on the back
and large black buttons. The bluet
glove has also appeared, but like the
green and maroon of past seasons,
it is too much of a good thine
Castor and dogskin gloves in red and
brown shades are popular for street
wear.

misebetween fashion andthe comfortable fur capes we have had with us
so long. The victorine consists of a
very full cape reaching about half
THE JAUNTY FELT ALPINE HATS
way to the waist in back and having
clear
to
are
favorites with the business
front,
reaching
in
stole ends
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ILrOishu etter.
The Irish American.
Columbia the free is the land of my birth,
And my paths have been all on American earth;
But my blood is as Irish as any can be,
And my heart is with Erin afar o'er the sea.
My father, and mother, and friends all around,
Are daughters and sons of the sainted old ground,
They rambled its brightplains and mountains among,
And filled its fair valleys with laughand with song.

But I sing their sweet music, and often they own,
It is true to old Ireland in style and in tone;
I dance their gay dances, and hear them with glee
Say each touch tells of Erin afar o'er the sea.
I have tufts of green shamrock in sods they brought
o'er,
I have shells they picked up e'er they stepped from
the shore,
I have books that are treasures ; the fonc'est I hold
Is The Melodies," clasped and nigh covered with

"gold.

My pictures are pictures of scenes that are dear,
For the beauties they are, or the glories they were,
And of good men and great men whose merits shall be
Long the pride of green Erin afar o'er the sea.

If I were in beautiful Dublin today,
To the spots I hold sacred I'd soon find my way,
For I know where O'Connell and Curran are laid,
And where loved Robert Emmett sleeps cold "in the

shade."
And if I were in Wexford how fondly I'd trace
Each field I have marked on my maps of the place,
Where the brave Ninety-Eight men poured hotly and
free
Their blood for dear Erin afar o'er the sea.
?

Dear home of my fathers ! I'd hold thee to blame,
And my cheeks would at times take the crimson of
shame,
Did thy sad tale not show, in each sorrow-stained line,
That the mightof thy tyrant was greater than thine.
But her soldiers are many, abroad and at home,
Her ships on all oceans are ploughing the foam ;
And her wealth is untold ?sure no equal was she
For my poor plundered Erin afar o'er the sea.
Yet they tell me the strife is not yet given o'er?
That the gallant old Island will try it oncemore ;
And will call, with her harp, when her flag is unfurled,
Her sons, and their sons, from the ends of the world.
If so, I've a rifle that's true to a hair,
A brain that can plan and a hand that can dare
And the summons will scarce have died out, when I'll
be,
'Mid the green fields of Erin afar o'er the sea.

;

FARMING IN IRELAND.
Next to the Home Rule question
the great problem to the majority of
the Irish people is undoubtedly that
of agriculture. Unfortunately, Ireland
at the present day has but few manufactories, and consequently her people
have to depend mainly upon the land
for a livelihood. One of the great
drawbacks under which agriculture in
the Green Isle suffers is that hardly a
sufficient effort is made to keep in
touch with the progress made and to

adopt the improvements introduced
other
into other countries. In every
taken
industry special precautions are
to learn what new inventions, what
new methods, what improved processes and appliances have been introduced. In Ireland, the agricultur-

ist for the most part appears to think
that safety and wisdom consist in following the old time-honored customs,
that newfangled notions are to be
looked upon with suspicion, and that
what was good enough for his grandfather is good enough for the Irish
farmer of today. But recent events
have established the folly of this belief and exploded it beyond recognition. Irish agriculture has suffered
more severely from the prevailing depression because the Irish farmer has
systematically adopted the ostrich-like
policy of hiding his head in the sand
and remaining sublimely oblivious of
what was taking place in the world
around him. The markets of which

he at one time had practically a monoply were invaded, but he stood
calmly and serenely by and did nothing. New competitors were every
day entering the field, but still the
Irish farmer followed in the old ruts,
adhered to the old ways, never appeared to have the remotest conception of the connection between cause
and effects, and was infused with the
idea that it was the hand of fate and
capricious Dame Fortune that were
allied against him, and that against
such an inexorable power it was
useless for him to combat. But for
this apathy he is notentirely to blame,
for we cannot forget the fact that he
labored under immense difficulties,
and was impeded in the path to progress by the Government of which he
is a subject.
The Government of every country
which became a rival of Ireland in
the British markets made it its special
aim to foster the agricultural industry,
to make provision for agricultural
schools and colleges and to open up
markets in foreign countries. But
the British Government did nothing
of the kind for the sturdy Irish farmers, but was, to its shame be it said,
employing its soldiery and constabulary in aiding the eviction brigade
to turn the Irish farmers out of their
holdings to enter the poorhouse or to
die on the roadside.
A MOVEMENT TO THE CHURCH.

One of the most interesting discourses delivered for many a long
year before an audience comprised of
Irish and English Catholics was the
one of his Eminence, Cardinal
Vaughan, at the conference of the
Catholic Truth Society, in the course
of which he said: One of the most
encouraging signs of the times was
the growing desire for the reunion of
Christendom, and among no religious
community is this tendency so
strongly marked as among the Anglicans. When the leaders of the
Oxford movement traced the development of the Christian Church they
performed a work which can neverbe
undone, and the effect of their teaching is still unconsciously leavening
the minds of great numbers of English Protestants and leading to those
conversions which are taking place in
ever increasing numbers." After enumerating some of the doctrines which
had been accepted and some of the
practices which had been adopted the
Cardinal rightly considered that all
these things
spoke of a change
and a movement towards the Catholic
Church that would appear absolutely
incredible at the beginning of the
century, and what was still more remarkable was that the movement had
been stronger than the rankest Protestantism, stronger than the bishops,
stronger than the lawyers and the
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legislature."
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You See

"Now, gentlemen, there are many of
us who are anxious to exercise works
of charity; there are many who do
good by contributing towards works
In every town or city, in
of charity. They do a good thing,
a most prominent position
but a better thing is for people not
only to contribute towards the work,
but to perform the work personally.
This is one of the chief works of the
society of St. Vincent dc Paul in insisting on the house to house visitation of the sick and suffering. Consider the advantage of personally exercising this work. When we who
are well off visit the home of some
wretchedly stricken poor, what a
Because they are quick
chastening effect it must have upon
sellers, always reliable,
our minds. It is then we beand are known
gin to think how good God has
been to us. We are spared the
hard trial to which this poor fellowcreature is subjected, though, perhaps
holier and better than we are. If the
case is one of a miserablypoor family,
and the visitor is himself a father,
with what holy reflections does he not
THEY SHOULD FIT WELL,
return to his home. Does not the
scene he has witnessed move him to
LOOK WELL,
WEAR WELL.
send up from the depths of his heart
a prayer of thankfulness and gratitude to the good God whohas provided
for his children plenty and even elegance?
"There is a further advantage. I
have said that it is a good thing to
contribute to a charity, that it is a better thing to perform charity for one's
self, but the best of all is to perform
that charity as a member of a properly organized society Buch a
society as yours. The rules have been
drawn up with care. The government
of the society is formed on the most
approved plan. Its constitution has
been blessed by the Holy Father,
who has extended to your organiza- W. F. FAUNCE & SON, 41 COURT ST., BOSTON.
tion the richest indulgences. This
seems to me to be the ideal of a
FROM A MILLIONAIRE.
charitable organization when men
perform the work themselves, when
Some words of counsel given by
they unite in a society for the purpose, and when that society is ruled the late George W. Childs, of Philby religion.
adelphia, convey excellent words of
And, gentlemen, there is another
advantage. It is the spirit of brother- encouragement to young men, perhood that springs up. The members suasive of honesty, industry, and
are bound closely to one another as good moral behavior. The keynote
brothers, and they should be helpful to the venerablePhiladelphian's advice
to one another. It is a great reis, not to be ashamed to perform any
straining influence in many ways to be honest kind of
work; not merely to
a member of such an organization,
do
work
absolutely
the
and I would say, by way of adrequired by
vice, to make known to others the one's employer, but to put one's
nature of your organization. Exheart into the work, and to make the
plain it to your friends and acquain- employer
feel that his employee is
tances, and be not ashamed to do it;
explain it to the young men of Queens- more useful to him than he had extown, and bring them in. It will pected.
have splendid results upon the young
Mr. Childs speaks of kidglove sort
men if they visit the homes of the of work being the rage of the day!
poor. It will turn them away surely It is, unhappily;
few care to turn up
from many influences that are not
their
most young men
sleeves,
and
good for them. It will raise them up
and give them an idea of what it is dislike to carry bundles, as Mr.
to be a Catholic. Tell them of your Childs says he does even to this day.
organization, induce them to visit But this sensible and successful man
even, and become members, get them of business very
forcibly remarks
into your society, and the result will
that
all
men
are
brothers,
and what is
bring blessings on them and on you
and on your households. I promise worthy of one is not unworthy of any
you, as far as I can, to help you and one.
\u25a0***you may always call upon me. I shall
take specialinterest in this society, as
An October Chance.
I promised before I came to you, and If you would break all records in the way of a furI shall try to spread it through every niture bargain, turn to the announcement of Paine's
town in the diocese."
Furniture Co., in another column, and feast your eyes

WAITT & BOND

BLACKSTONES,

EVERYWHERE.

LOOK AT YOUR SHOES.

?

"

.?

The hardest and most trying form
of work is looking for work to do.

on the great easy chair which they are now offering at
only $38. A representative of this paper recently had
occasion to visit their warerooms, and was shown the
chair in question. It is exactly such a library
as
has always been marked heretofore at $65. How it
can be offered at $38 is a mystery as yet unexplained.

ST. VINCENT SOCIETY.

The Bishop of Cloyne recently addressed the members of the St. Vin/z Dozen each regular size knives, forks and teaspoons; Stable spoons;
1 butter knife; 1 gold-lined sugar spoon. beautiful pattern. the laundry and toilet
cent dc Paul Society, Queenstown, soaps,"Boraxine"and
"Modjeska" Toilet articles, if bought at retail would
and from his remarks we print the
silver., worth at retail", -io'.oojYou Get VUL e3cslo.oo.
days' trial; if satisfactory, you can remitslo.oo
will send Box and silver on
following extracts which will deeply if We
, ,_
not, hold goods subject to our order.
interest our readers:?
See Baku Nov. JO and Nov. 24.
ThelwM $QAP/\FG ® UFrAtO,N>
thirty

_

*

~
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WEAK LUNGS.

?Just published, by Robert
Hunter, M. D., a book explaining the nature of Consumption, the manner in which it is contracted, the
causes which produce it, how it can be prevented,
and what must be done to cure it, with the latent
discoveries and mcdi al improvements in the treatment of Catarrh, Bronchitis, and Asthma. Also

BNew ooks.

"QUINTETS."
Mr. W. H. Thorne, who conducts
A lecture by Robert Hurler, M. D., embodying the the Globe Review, has issued a little
opinions of leading physicians of this cmntry and
volume of verses with the above title.
Europe on the alleged "Contagion" and "Comtnunicability of Tuberculosis Jrom tke Sick to the Well " Mr. Thorne declares positively in an
The New Y,.rk Health Depaitment recommends
that the matters discussed and explained in these little introduction to the volume that he is
books be spread broadcast among the people for their not a poet, and he declines to call his
information and guidance. Dr. Hunter will, therefore, send both his books free. Address 117 West verses poems.
His reason for pub45th Street, New York, N. Y.
lishing them in book form is found in
the request of many readers of the
verses as they appeared in the newspapers some years ago. They are full
of earnestness and sincerity. Mr.
Thome's native independenceand imSICK HEADACHE CURE.
patience of control are shown in his
disregard for the laws of metrical
The following cure for sick head- composition. A more careful obserache is one which a correspondent vance of the rules would have made
more pleasing without robclaims to have used with perfect suc- his verses
them of their earnestness or
bing
cess :?
strength. [Published by the author,
Mix a tablespoonful of cayenne Chicago.]
pepper to a thick paste with vinegar,
"WOODLAND RAMBLES."
spread it on a strip of thin cloth,
A tastefully bound and well made
which may be folded together, and
book of poems by Dr. John A.
bind on the forehead from temple to little
Lanigan of Niagara Falls is entitled
temple. Then swallow a pinch of "Woodland Rambles." The verses
the pepper say a quarter of a salt- cover a wider range of subjects than
spoonful ?in a teaspoonful of vine- the title indicates, including a numgar or lemon juice. The plaster will ber of translations and paraphrases
burn, but not blister, and in the course from various languages. The book
is dedicated to Bishop Ryan of Buffof ten minutes the headache will dis- alo. [Peter Paul Book Co., Pubappear under the stimulating effect of lishers; Buffalo, N. V.]
this treatment.
At the same time it is well to reVARIOUS NEW PUBLICATIONS.
member that pain is nature's danger
Miss Eleanor C. Donnelly brings
signal and a warning to rest. After
experience and excellent literdriving off a headache lie down for her taste
to the editing of "Our Lady
ary
an hour or two and keep as quiet as of Good Counsel," a little monthly
possible during the rest of the day. magazine issued under the auspices
Neither the brain nor the stomach of the Augustinian Fathers of Philashould be taxed for twenty-fourhours. delphia. The numbers which have
come before us contain reading of
especial interest to members of the
ABOUT HEMORRHAGE.
Union of Our Lady of Good Counsel.
The Almanac and Calendar of the
How many of us know that the dif- Apostleship of Prayer of the League
ference between a hemorrhage of the of the Sacred Heart has just been isstomach and one of thelungs is thatthe sued for 1895. Besides the calendar,
fast days, holy,
blood from the former is always dark with lists ofitfestivals,
days, etc., contains a number of
from
the
latter
light
and thick, and
pious anecdotes, some good picturesand frothy, and who knows that the several little poems, religious articles
remedy for the former is a mustard and two hymns to the Sacred Heart
plaster applied to the stomach and with music. The cover is brilliantly
one directly opposite to the spine, illuminated in colors and the price is
ten cents.
while in the latter case the patient
must simply be kept on the back,
TnKRK is more Catarrh in this section
the country than all other diseases put
with head and shoulders elevated, and of
together, and until the last few years was
the mouth filled with cracked ice supposed to be incurable. For a great
many years doctors pronounced it a local
sprinkled with salt.
remedies,

GERM THEORY OF CONSUMPTION.-

MedicaH
l ints.

?

disease, and prescribed local
and by constantly failing to cure with
local treatment, pronounced it incurable.
A HOTBED FOR MALARIA.
Science has proven catarrh to be a constitutional disease, and, therefore, requires
treatment. Hall's Catarrh
If you want a hotbed for malaria, constitutional
Cure, manufactured by F. J. Cheney & Co.,
have your living rooms on the north Toledo, Ohio, is the only constitutional
on the market. It is taken internally
side of the house and then set trees cure
in closes from 10 drops to a teaspoonful.
thickly around it so it will be a day It acts directly on the blood and mucous
of the system. They offer one
or two drying off after every rain. surfaces
hundred dollars for any case it fails to
A few trees for shade set away from cure. Send for circulars and testimonials.
the house are very well, but none at AddressF. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
all is better than too many, especially &3p- Sold by Druggists, 75c.
in the autumn months.

Food for the Diabetic.
REMEDY FOR RINGWORM.
To cure ringworm, which is caused
by a parasite growing in the skin,
sulphurous (not sulphuric) acid is
well recommended, to be applied twice
a day.

The Health Congress at Buda-Pesth
brought out the fact that there are
four times as many men who stammer
as there are women so afflicted.

Diabetes Flour, milled by Farwell &
Rhines, Watertown, N. V., represents the
most perfect food that can be offered to a
diabetic. Pronounced by the highest authorities to contain much less starch than
even the imported Gluten, and to be much
more palatable than any flour made tod.y
for this purpose. From this flour the most
delicious bread can be made which can be
heartily enjoyed and readily assimilatedby
the most pronounced diabetic. After much
research and thorough analysis physicians
pronounce it to be entirely free from deleterious substances, and without an equal as a
diabetic flour. Pamphlets and cooking
sample will be forwarded to any one who
wishes to test it for themselves.

DR. CONATY'S UNIVERSITY

LECTURE.
In the absence of Bishop Keane,
President of the Catholic University
at Washington, Very Rev. Dr. Garrigan presided when Rev. Dr. Conaty
of Worcester delivered the first annual FatherMathew lecture, the subjfct being "The Ethics of Catholic
Total Abstinence." Besides the professors and students there was present a large audience from Washington City. In closing, Dr. Conaty
said :?
4 'The total abstinence movement
preaches temperance to all men as a
natural virtue demanded by reason
and man's own dignity; it preaches
temperance as a Christian virtue demanded by the Christian law and enforced by the Christian Church. It
preaches total abstinence as a necessity to all men who abuse drink,
which so becomes a stumbling-block
to their salvation and must be
avoided It preaches total abstinence to all others as a counsel of perfection for their own self-denial, and
as a means to the higher life. It
preaches it to them also as an example to the weak and erring, as an act
of charity to their brethren. It
appeals to them to come to the rescue
of suffering humanity by the heroic
act of self-denial and it urges the
Sacred Thirst of Jesus Christ as the
great motive for such a Christian action. This is the platform of total
abstinence.
"It may be asked, Istheconditionof
society such as to warrant this extraordinary movement? Are we called
upon to forego any legitimate pleasure or enjoyment in order to save our
brethren? If you seek for monuments of appeal, look around you.
Go out into the highways of life and
see the havoc created by intemperance.
Intellect blasted, industry
paralyzed, homes desolated and souls

ruined.

"Society cries out that intemperance
is the fruitful parent of much of its
crime.
Home protests thatit invades
its sacred precincts, and makes it a
hell on earth. Manhood warns us
that it is in constant danger from its
influence. The Church of God pleads
with us against it, telling us that it is
one of the greatest stumbling-blocks
to the salvation of men.
"England's greatest men call it a
national disgrace, the nation's vice.
America's most cautious statesmen
consider it as America's shame.
Labor leaders cry out against it as
the curse of the workingmen. The
insurance companies find it so prevalent and dangerous that they pass
stringent measures against it for their
own protection.
"States legislate against it in every
form, and our Church councils have
considered it so alarming that they
not only denounce the wrong but encourage and approve the organization
of temperance associations that appeal to men lo be sober, to become
pledged total abstainers.
"When great evils result tosociety,
and public security is endangered, is
it wrong to combine for salvation; is
itwrongto take measures, commensurate with the evil; when fire threatens
a neighborhood, the dynamite not
only can but should be used, even
though private propertybe destroyed.
When pestilenceinvades a community,
isolation even of the innocent is demanded by the public health. War
causes the levy of men to defend
the nation's liberties, even though
they may resist this invasion of their
personal liberty. The safety of the
people is the supreme law.
"Intemperance like a fire spreads
through our communities threatening
cur destruction; like a pestilence it
entersinto our cherished resting places,
like war it lays its hand on our liberties,

HOUGHTON, MIFFLIN & CO.'S

NEW BOOKS.
A STORY OF COURAGE.
Annals of the Convent
the Visitation at Georgetown. By George Parsons Lathrop, >LL. D.,
and Rose Hawthorne Lathrop. With illustrations. I2ITIO, $2.00.
Mr. and Mrs. Lathrop tell in excellent style and
with much enthusUsm the story of the founding of the
Convert and Academy of the Visitation of the Blessed
Virgin Mary, at Georgetown. Theirbook is valuable
as setting forth the principles, methods, aims, and
spi it of the institut on ; and it will be an excellent
souvenir for those who have studied in the Academy.

THE LAST LEAF.
By Oliver Wrndet l Holmes. Popular Holiday
Edition. With a touching Prefatory Letter by Dr.
Hoimes and many i lustrations. Crown 3VO, $1.50.

THE OLIVER WENDELL HOLMES YEAR
BOOK.
Selections from Dr. Holmes' prose and poetry for
Every Day of the Year. With a fine portrait. Attractively bound. i6mo, $1.00.

TIMOTHY'S QUEST.

A fine Holiday Edition of one of Mrs W'ggin's
most popular stories. Very fully and artistically
illustrated by Olivhr Hbrford, and attractively
bound. Crown Bvo, $1.50.

LITTLE MR. THIMBLEFINGER AND HIS
QUEER COUNTRY.
A delightful book for young folks (and older ones).
By Joel Chandler Harris, author of the Uncle
"
Fully and charmingly illustrated
Remus
by Oliver Herfokd. Square Bvo, $2.00.

"

IN SUNSHINE LAND.
Po a ras for Young Folks. By Edith M. Thomas,
author of Lyrics and Sonnet-," etc. Illustrated
by Katharine Pyle. Crown Bvo, handsomely
bound, $1.50.

"

WHEN MOLLY WAS SIX.

A delightful story, simile, natural, engaging, and of
charming literary quality By Ei iza Ornb White,
author of "Wi terborough." With Illustratons by
Katharine Pyle. An exquisite holiday book.
Square i6mo, $1.00.

IN THE DOZY HOURS AND OTHER
PAPERS.

A biok of nearly twenty bright essays, on a large
variety of subjects, ranging from kittens to parents'
rights, writt 11 with delightful humor an-i cha*m.
By Agnes Repplier, auth >rof Books and Men,"
" Points of View," " Essays in Idleoess," etc.
Each of the four books i6mo, $1.25.

"

Sold by all Booksellers. Sent, postpaid, by
HOUGHTON, MIFFLIN & CO.,
BOSTON.

and shall we cry, Peace! Peace! !
Shall we preach to thebesottedvictims?
As well preach social economy to
anarchism or the beauties of literature
to a band of Comanches. We must
look for an apostolate by which to
reach the sources of private and
public life, to preach self-denial and
sacrifice for the sake of humanity, to
redeem humanity from the ills which
intemperancebrings. We must resist
it by all good means possible and one
of the best means is total abstinence
in the spirit and for the love of Jesus.

Christ."

The Most Simple and Safe Remedy
for a Cough or Throat Trouble is " Brown's
Bronchial Troches." They possess real
merit.

,

?StT.

Which would YOU
The CrOla
DollaK or the Silver? Large Bottle?
Big DosS? Small

the sizeoralSilver Dollar. ChOqse i
jr

/

/?he

small circleJJ|at

/ QoMDjftar!
I Ftellgh'J

Small Dose?

Tonjc,

A Pho^phorized
\

Cerebro-Spinamt,

Brafn""Sc

Nerves

is the Gold Dollar; small bottle, small
dose,?only 5 to 10 drops? But

Concentrated,

Prompt,

Powerful.

Formula on every bottle. Always good
for 100 doses to the bottle. Price, one
dollar. Sample, enough to last ten
days, sent by mail on receipt of 25
cents. Send your addressfor descriptive pamphlet,
?« How to
Get a Free Sample,"
to the Sole Agents,

/ O.

Woodruff

&? Co.,

Manufacturing Chemists,
106-108 Fulton St., New York City.
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The leading teachers of cookery and writers on
Domestic Science use and recommend Cleveland's
Baking Powder, as
Mrs Rorer, the Principal of the Philadelphia

Cooking School,

spoonful of

of Mrs. Rorer's recipes. Take two gliding movement of the knife, not
cupfuls of mashed potato, place in a by converting it into a saw.
saucepan with the yolks of two eggs,
In the rinsing water for purple or
cream,
tablespoonfuls
three
of
one blue calicoes use soda, for green or
salt,
and pep- pink calicoes add vinegar.
tablespoonfulof butter,
per. Stir this constantly over the
Iced oysters or clams are to be
fire until the potatoes are very light eaten with lemon juice dropped over
and hot. Then take from the fire,
never with salt and prpper.
and stir in carefully the well beaten
Fish is to be taken with a fork
whites of the eggs. Bake in a but- only; it should be carried to the
tered earthen pudding dish until done. mouth with the tines of the fork
The squash which has been left pointing downward.
over may be mixed with finely sifted
Nothing is better for cleaning
bread crumbs, and to this is added patent leathershoes than a little sweet
two lightly beaten eggs. These are oil, not put on thickly, but rubbed
then made into small, round, flat off again with a soft rag.
Pickles should be kept well covered
cakes, and fried in a spider with but.
ter. Sufficient bread crumbs must with vinegar, and should not be used
be added to make the squash cakes for a month after making. They are
of a consistency to hold their shape. better still when a year old.
The Thanksgiving pudding may
In all pickling or preserving, use
be warmed over in the oven as only granite ware or porcelain-lined
often as there is anything left kettles. All metals are liable to be
of it. Indeed, like the turkey, dangerously attacked by the acids.
it often tastes the better for
Dip the jelly bag in boiling water
it, and, if originally served with cold and wring it out as dry as possible
sauce, it is well to vary it with a hot before use; this saves loss of fruit
one.
juice from soaking into the cloth.
"In this way our 'Thanksgiving
Small dishes are no longer used, as
left-overs' are made to furnish the vegetables are eaten direct from the
basis of an excellent dinner for dinner plate, thus saving the crowdanother day, to which we sometimes ing of the table which was an objecadd a luxury in the shape of an en- tion in former times.
tree, salad or dessert. But, without
Cold rainwater, made strong with
any of these delicacies, the 'left-overs' soda, will take out machine-oilgrease
alone give us a dinner which is spots that have been made on white
easily and quickly prepared, and muslin garments. Apply before the
which we do not hesitate to place be- goods have been put in the suds.
fore any guest." Household.
One closet or set of drawers should
be used exclusively for bed linen and
THE TEST OF BUSINESS CAPACITY. towels. It may be made fragrant by
scattering among them little bunches
It would be easy to go on and of lavender flowers tied in Swiss or
show how women exhibit what are cheesecloth bags.
practically business habits within
Several thicknesses of paper placed
their recognized domain. Take, for between cotton batting makes a
warm,
instance, a mother seeing her five light bed comfortable, and ironholders
children off to school in different and kettleholders are made in the
directions on a winter morning, each same way, the paper being laid beproperly hatted and muffled and shod tween and the whole covered with
and gloved and luncheoned, with due calico. Papers may also be utilized
and separate regard to Mary's cold for table padding by putting several
and Ellen's weak eyes and Johnny's thicknesses between ordinary muslin
tendency to an excess of pie, and all and basting together.
Marion.
the various perils that impend in
different directions. See her in the
The following is painted on a sign
midst of that battery of questions: which hangs over a shoe shop in
"Mother, where is my right mitten?" Bridgeport, Conn. :
"Mother, I can't find my rubbers."
Here lives a man, who don't refuse
Mother, you were to write to Miss to make or mend your boots or shoes.
Jones about that geography lesson." Whose leather is good, whose work
is quick, whose stock is of the best
"Mother, I have pulled this button and he gives no tick, and when he
off." "Mother, how far did you say dies he fears no coals, for he has
it was from the earth to the moon? " saved so many (souls) soles.
And all this while, at the same time,
papa is in a hurry for his final cup of
THE OLD-FASHIONED STYLE
of pill gives you a
coffee. Papa may be a very good
feeling of horror
Sj"\
business man, but will he seriously
when you see it and
1
when you feel it. Like
declare that any complication is likely
\
u
25a0
"blunderbuss"
of a
the
%Jj
decade, it is big
to occur in his office that will exceed
%** * J J former
and clumsy, but not efVmSr fective.
the complication of this little drama
In this century
aMBr/*r <if enlightenment, you
which his patient spouse has to rePleasant
?4jTP?S/ have Dr. Pierces
Pellets, which cure all liver
hearse every morning.? Harper's
ff%
troubles
in
the
most
effective
J I
Bazar.
?

l

I

Vloes better

/
\than a heaping^fc-^'^y
fi
others.

Miss Farmer, the Principal of the Boston Cook.
Miss Bedford, the Superintendentof the New York
Cookine School,
Mrs. Ewing, the Principal of the Chautauqua
School of Cookery.
|ne School,

TheHousewife.
Our lady readers are requested to send to this
department recipes which they know to be good.

THE THANKSGIVING LEFT-OVERS.
"I always make it a point to ask
some friend to dine with us the Sunday following Thanksgiving Day,"
and,
said a thrifty little woman,
though it is mostly a dinner of leftovers,' I think it is about as good as
the original dinner.
Our Thanksgiving turkey is
usually a big one about twelve
pounds ?and we always have enough
left from it to serve for another dinner, and then we finish it up for
another day by making the remnants
into a soup.
If only half of it has been used,
I put it into the dripping pan and
in.to the oven about twenty minutes
before it is to be served, placing it
on the carved side, and covering the
other with soft melted butter and thin,
long strips of fat salt pork. Then
I turn a little boiling water into the
bottom of the pan, and baste the
turkey almost constantly while it is
heating. In this way it is not dried up,
the butter and salt pork supplying a
rich juicy taste to the meat.
"If inroads have been made on
both sides of the turkey at the first
dinner, this method of serving it a
second time is out of the question, so,
in that case, I cut all the meat
carefully from the bones, and make
what we call a Turkey Harricot,'
which is delicious.
"Cut the meat in slices as far as
possible, and place in a spider with
bits of stuffing and what is left of
the gravy, taking care to remove
all particles of fat from it. Add
boiling water to this and let it stew
for a few minutes. Have ready some
of the sweet potatoes, onions and
celery left over from the original dinner, chop these together, and fry in
butter until they are brown, then add
to the turkey stew, and thicken with
butter and flour, seasoning with salt
and pepper. Add to this a little tomato catsup, and let it all stew for
several minutes longer. This is a
most delicious way of serving turkey
a second time, and one that we all
enjoy even more than when roasted.
"A little foresight the previous
day will result in having some cold
mashed potatoes in the pantry, that can
be made into potato puffs, after one

"
'

"

?

"

'

"

"

i Mrs. Putnam, Forristdale, Mass., says :

§

Bearing-

Down
Feeling

and dizzy,
gasping attacks left
me as soon as I began to take Lydia E.
Pinkhani 1sVegetable
Compound. I am
like one raised from
the dead. I was sick with womb troubles
long
so
I thought I never could get well."

ounnT
V
ILi I Book-keeping, &c,
\u25a0A I111 fa I at the Boston
W I I W I I I Commercial College.
Typewritin g'

1 Beacon Street,
Cor. Tremout Street,

Day and Evening.

lodividuil innruction.
Fall term begins Sept. 4
Call or send fnr circular.

.I -In_ _ . __
\\

M II |\|

I V4 I \u25a0
\u25a0?Jill

D!ABE<ptSr

\u25a0#

r

Aim Gluten Ptl) llBfll Ffmtr, Barley Crystals,
and Patent 13ixcyM\am ted Pastry flour.
I 11 ri\ iil. dnii AWrl< iiX,r Europe.

Pamphlets and weing Samples Free.
WriteFarwellifKuirWS, viVenovfc,N. V., U.S.A.

OAK DINING
TABLES.
No. 12.

?

This 8-Foot Table

$7.50.
?

No. 10.

?

"

**^

HOUSEHOLD HINTS.

Sick and Bilious Head- / \u25a0
MJ \
ache, nothing has lieen / RggMf
W&. l\
Ceilings blackened by smoke from found
to equal these
7sm
a kerosene lamp may be washed with pills of Dr. Pierces in- m\
vention.
1
\mm
\ii3?/
soda water.
Mr. Samuel Baker, TOw ><»
Sr., of No. 161 Summit
.
fVxggl
A weak solution of ammonia and A v., Phillipshurgh,N.J., BflSMNSIift/ JSg.
says: "There is nothJf_J3
water will remove ordinary fruit ins: that can compare
Dr. Pierces Pleas-

..

Mr{ s baker, Sr.
with
stains.
ant Pellets, as Liver
They have done me more g-ood than
Fills.
Meats are to be cut with a single any other medicine I have ever taken."

This 8-Foot Table,

$10.
Ask to see Tables Kos. 10 and 12.
Over 100 different styles
of Dining Tables on Exhibition.

A. McArthur & Co.,
Housefurnishers,
16 to 26 Cornhill,
* Door* from Washington Street,
BOSTON.
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"MARY IMMACULATE."
BY DANIEL

O'NOYLE.

Mary Immaculate, pity the wayward,
Swept on the waves of a turbulent

His face

sea;

the night and his back turned dayward,?
Mary, my Mother, have pity on me 1
Rent are the ties that to home and friends bound me,
Tear-stained the faces in fancy I see ;
Frowning and dark are the clouds that surround me,
Mary, my Mother, have pity on me !
to

?

Wild was my nature, impulsive as ocean,
Stirred to its depths by the storms of the night;
False was my heart to a parent's devotion,
Steadfast alone in dishonor and blight!
Now am I verging on danger eternal,
Borne swiftly along on a death tending sea;
Oh Mary, look down from your mansion supernal,?
Mary, my Mother, have pity on me!
?

?

Under the waters my brothers are sleeping,
Wrested from life in the dawn of endeavor;
Sadly my sisters are grieving, and weeping,l
And waiting the wretch who has fled them forever !
O, may their tears wash the sins of the stricken !
Mary, my Mother, bright star of the sea,
Smile through the darkness, I faint and I sicken!

?

?

O

Jesus and

Mary, have pity on

me!

THE SEIGE OF KUSSAK.
In a mountain district in the Punjab, the land of the five rivers which
flow down from the mountains to
form the mighty flood of the Indus,
stand the ruins of the hill-fort of
Kussak, the last stronghold of a warrior tribe. The castle on the hill is
only to be described as a "fortress
framed to freedom's hands," because
the robber lord who occupiedit would
have been the last person to encourage

the democratic ideal.

Any one who has ever driven down
the valley of the Hinter-Rhein from
Thusis to Chur has passed one after
another the holds of the predatory
barons who once held sway in the
Grisons. From the mountain wall
which forms one side of the valley
juts out a spur of rock. The sides of
the spur are precipitous cliffs, and
the spur is only connected with the
mountain by a razor-edge of rock.
On the levelled top is set, like a
hawk's nest, the baron's castle.
Such, but on a greatly magnified
scale, was and is the position of the
fort Kussak. A buttress of sandstone is thrown out from the mountain barrier,and only joinedto it on the
north by a razor-edge. South and
east and west the sides of the buttress fall sheer away into the valley?sometimes in precipices of six
or seven hundred feet. The only
access to the fort is by a narrow zigzag path which winds up the least
difficult face of the hill, and ends at
what was once a wicket gate, situated
at the re-entering angle of two great
flanking walls?walls built to complete the fortifications which nature
had begun on so magnificent a scale.
This zigzag path and wicket gate
formed absolutely the only approach
to the stronghold. Here or not at
all, friend and foe must enter, for
other access there was none. No
amount of bravery will enable men
to climb sheer walls of rock.
About sixty years ago the castle
on therock was held by Sultan Fatteh
Mohammed Khan, the last of the
lords of Kussak and of twenty-seven
villages in the plain. Here the Lord
of Kussak lived like the highland
chieftain he was. He feared no man,
was ever ready for the fight. His
purse was open to his friends, and
his house and hospitality to the stranger. But the Lord of Kussak was not
like manyof the men who held the hillforts of India at the beginning of the
century, the children of the war and
anarchy which followed the break-up

ofthe Mogul Empire. Hecould boast
a descent purer and more certain than
any reigning house in Europe. For
twenty centuries his fathers had held
the castle of Kussak, and heard from
their hawk's nest the drums and
tramplings of a hundred conquests.
They were at Kussak beforeAlexander broke in upon the seclusion of
India. They had seen the steel-clad
phalanx of the Macedonian march
past in the plain below them, and
watched Nearchus organize hisflotilla,
had heardthe wild horsemen of Timur
thunder by, and had seen the fugitives return from the three battles of
Panipat. A descendant of the lords
of Kussak might still be holding his
fort as a nominally sovereign prince,
embalmed, as it were, in the amber of
the Britishpeace, had it not happened
that Runjeet Singh determined to
subjugate the stronghold.
The Lord ofKussak bad acknowledged in some sort the overlordshipof
Runjeet, but soon a dispute arose
over the question of certain salt
duties. The Sikh Governor of the
district considered that the Lord of
Kussak was not paying enough, and
summoned him to appear at Pind, the
local capital, and explain his action.
Needless to say the old chief rejected
the order with scorn, and told the Governor that if he had anything to say he
should come to Kii3sak and say it
there. To this course the Governor
agreed. Soon after he arrived before
the castle with a strong escort. The
Governor and twenty men were admitted to the fort- The rest remained
below. The Sikh was, however, not
a good diplomatist. Something was
said or done at the interview which
fired the blood of the Lord of Kussak,
and on a sudden impulse the old man
bade his retainers seize the Sikhs, tic
them back to back in pairs, and hurl
them down the eastern precipice.
Think of what this meant for the men
waiting below. They had seen their
chiefs go through the wicket gate an
hour or two before, and now their
bodies were thrown over the great
precipice. Horror-stricken, they fled
to bear the news to Runjeet. The
reader willperhaps say, "what a coldblooded, treacherous murder, what a
scoundrel to have touched unarmed
men." Let them waitbefore they altogether condemn the murderer of the
Sikhs. The Lord of Kussak knew
what he was to expect, and made his
preparations. He sent his women
folk to the castle of a neighboring
chief and relation, summoned his
vassals and retainers to his aid, and
provisioned his fort. The water was
already there, for the winter's rains
had been copious, and had filled to
the brim the enormous tanks hewn out
of the rock.
Runjeet soon appeared, in person to
summon the fort, and at his back
twelve regiments of infantry, a brigade of cavalry, and eighteen guns.
Remember "that Runjeet's guns
were no barbarous tubes of brass, but
as splendid a park of artillery as the
world could show, organized by Europeans?men who had fought at
Marengo and Jena and Waterloo,
and who had learned the art of war
under the greatest of artillery officers,
as commanders. But the fort of
Kussak was impregnableto bombardment. When
bombardment had
failed, Runjeet tried to carry it by
assault. This effort was equally futile. Three times he hurled the
bravest of the Khalsa against it, and
three times they were driven back.
Duiing the third attack, however, occured an incident worthy of the best
days of chivalry?an incident which
the men who wrote the Romances of
the Arthurian Cycle would have eagerly recorded for the wonder and delight of theknights and dames of the
court of the hero of Crecy. Six times

review,

did the leader of the Sikh forlorn hope
rally his men and press up the zigzag
path; but every time the attacking column was swept away by the fire from
the fort. The seventhand last charge
was still more desperate, and the
leader, standard-bearer, and a bugler
somehow managed to pass harmless
through the torrent of bullets, and
found themselvesalive and unhurt before the wicket gate. One might have
expected that the men who threw the
Governorand his attendants from the
cliff would have shot them down like
dogs. Instead the fire from the
fort suddenly ceased, the wicket doors
swung open, and the Lord of Kussak
and a score of his warriors stood in
the entrance and welcomed the men
who had so miraculously reached the
gate. The two chiefs gravely saluted. "Return, ".said the Lord of Kussak, "you are safe. By God and his
prophetI swear it. You aretoo brave
a man to be slaughtered like a sheep.
I and my brethren know how to respect a hero like you." The two gallant soldiers then shook hands and
the Sikh returned unharmed.
The chance of taking the fort
seemed more remote than ever, but
Runjeet knew that if he did not take
it his prestige would be greatly
shaken. Accordingly he offered
terms. If the Lord of Kussak would
surrender the fort he should receive a
grant of fifteen villages for his life,
and seven villages should be settled
on his descendants. The Lord of
Kussak at last felt that he would be
obliged to accept these terms. The
water in the tanks was almost gone.
The rains were late, and had failed to
fill them when most needed. Accordingly, after somefive months of siege,
it was agreed that the fort should be
surrendered. The terms were settled,
and next day the garrison were to
march out. That very evening the
monsoon broke. The long looked
for rains descended in torrents, and
by the morning the tanks had been
washed clean, and were overflowing
with clear water. His men implored
the Lord of Kussak to reconsider his
agreement of the day before. They
had water enough to last another six
months, and why should they yield?
The Lord of Kussak refused. His
word was pledged, and his honor forbade him to break faith. Accordingly the Lord of Kussak gave up his
fort, and forfeited for a point of
honor all that he valued most in the
world ?became from an independent
chieftain with a pedigree of two thousand years, a pensioner to the
Sikh. London Spectator.
?

STAIRS IN SAMOA.
In Samoa, where he makes his
home, Robert Louis Stevenson has
done much in the way of instructing
the natives in European methods of
work. He tells an amusing story in
this connection. A new house boy
had been engaged, and on his arrival
was lost in awe and admirationof the
magnificence of the mansion.
He was given a large bucket of
water and told to take it to the bedroom up above. He looked up, and,
pointing, asked if it was there? On
being answered in the affirmative, he
siezed the bucket in his teeth, and
before any one could remonstrate he
had rushed up one of the posts of the
veranda. The whole family rushed
up the staircase, and when they
snowed him that that was the usual
mode of getting into these rooms, he
was overpowered with delight, and
for two or three days could do nothing but race up and down stairs,
chuckling and crowing in an ecstacy
of joy. And when detachments of
his friends came to visit him they
were all taken to see the stairs the

first thing.

FOR WEAK WOMEN.
A Discovery of Priceless
Value.
What Gives One Woman Advantage
Over Another.
How to Be Master of Yourself and Look

Your Best.

"

He jests at
Shakespeare says,
scars that never felt a wound."
How often it happens that weak,
nervous, suffering women are the subjects of ridicule by friends, who,
being well themselves, cannot understand such feelings in others. Yet
there is no more terrible suffering
than that resulting from nervousness, and it is the most prevalent of
all complaints.
The most frightful tortures haunt
the mind; the person is in constant
dread of impending evil; sleep refuses to come, and the merest trifles
cause worry and anxiety. Thoughts
of insanity develop, and the poor
sufferer feels weak, tired and unable
to do anything. There are sometimes faintness and sinking at the
stomach, loss of appetite, coated
tongue, and lack of interest in society and daily affairs. Femaleweakness, with pains in the side, back or
abdomen, are often present. Miss
Nettie Richards, of Livermore Falls,
Maine, says
For two years I had hysterics,
and was fearfully nervous.. I would
have them every day, and was in a
terrible condition. My limbs were
cold all the time. I could not sleep

"

:

?

MISS NETTIE RICHARDS.

nights and had no appetite. My
nerves were in a frightful state, and

I was very weak.
" I could not walk but what it put
me out of breath. I tried medicines
and doctors, but they did me nogood.
One day a friend wished me to try
Dr. Greene's Nervura blood and nerve
remedy.
" After taking three bottles of this
wonderful medicine I was in perfect
health. I think it a splendid medicine, and would advise everybody to
try it."
To look welland feel well you want
strong nerves and good blood. They
are quickly, surely and permanently
made by Dr. Greene's Nervura blood
and nerve remedy. It is doing wonderful work among the sick and suffering. It will cure you also. You
need just such a remedy.
It is the discovery of Dr. Greene,
of 34 Temple Place, Boston, Mass.,
the most successful specialist in curing nervous and chronic diseases.
You can consult him free, personally
or by letter.
England owns 61 per cent, of all
the merchant vessels in the world.
Germany takes second place, France
the third, and the United States

Learn to say
No ; it will be
of more use to you than to be able to
read Latin.

"

"

The Sacred heart Review.
THE PICKPOCKET.

aSensdNonsense.
wrinkles mock those

Laughter's

of time.

An advertisement reads: "Wanted. A young man to be partly
out door and partly behind the
counter"; and we ask, "What will
be the result when the door slams? "

Belinda was a cautkus little maid,
Whose motto was the single word, " Beware."
She never lost a chance to be afraid,
And spent a deal of time in " taking care."
Yet, all the while, her natural timidity
She hid beneath the mask of intrepidity.

?

?

Mrs. Jones.

There goes Mr.

?

Gray. He's an octogenarian.
Are you sure of
Mrs. Robinson.
that? I have always understood he
was a Unitarian. Boston Transcript.
?

?

(to applicant for situaYou have had experience,
tion).
have you?
Applicant.? Oh, yes, Mr. Urvin.
On which side of the cow do you
sit to milk?"
Dairyman
?

''

" The outside, sir."

Obliged, one day, upon a railway train

To sit beside a grave, sedate young man,
A sudden terror filled Belinda's brain.

"

He'll surely pick my pocket if he can,
'Tis true he looks respectable, but then
The worst of sharpers pose as gentlemen,"
They reached a tunnel in another minute,
Belinda, with her customary care,
To guard her pocket, slipped her hand within it,
But found another hand already there.
To show her fortitude and hide her fright
She grasped the villain's fist and held it tight,

Until they reached the open track again,
And as the train into the daylight rushed
As if it fain would break its record, then
No wonder that the modest maiden blushed,
No wonder that the villain smiled a smile;
Her hand was in his pocket all the while.
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New Masses >«*

TWO SPECIAL things in footwear.

TWO SPECIAL

Catholic Music.
"WELS' FOURTH MASS."

For four voices (sop., alt., ten., bass). Impressive
solos, quartets and choruses, with well harmonized accompaniments for organ or piano. Not difficult, and
suited to the needs of small choirs. Recommended
from eminent Catholic sources. Latin words on!y
80 Cet t s.

Cremer's
Sancta Maria.
Cremer.

Carl
For two children's voices. Including an offertory, Veni Creator Spiritus, O Salutaris and Tatttum Ergo. Latin words only, i.O
Cen*s.

"Mass in Honor of St. Nicholas."

Carl Cremer. A splendid new mass for mixed
quartette. Including J'eni Creator and O Sanctissima, LMin words only. 40 tents.

"E3IERS<ft*S MASS IS E FLAT."
L. O. Emerson. An easy mass, suitable for ordinary choir of mixed voices. Latin and English words.
80 Cents.

.

"BARTSCMID'S REQUIEM MASS."

Alois Bartschmid. An excellent requiem mass
for four voices (sop., alt., ten., bass). Latin and
English words. £0 Cents.

?

Turner *fc

Broveii's.

ICTo ''

Gentlemen's Calf, Calf Lined,
Motorman's Shoe, with wide
Scotch Edge, at $2.97, Worth $3.50.
Men's good Wool BOOtS, with

2W[]

Over Shoe, Cold Proof,
at $2.50,

or a cveap one at £2.00. We also carry a large stock
of Men's Calf Leg Boots and all kinds of Cork Sole
and Warm Shoes.

TURNER & BROWN,

136 and 164 Court Street, Boston, Mass,

I!

Ij'1j Bf
also

11FtJ
in sybup.

?]

lYtl
IjOm

lor, irtE

iron.

or

I jj!

I;

,>

Specially recommended by the medical i j
"GARVIN'S MASS IN A."
Celebrities
of the World for Scrofula, (Tumors, I
King's Evil), and the early stages of Consumption.
Rev. Wm. [ Galvim. For two voices (sop., alt.).
Constituti nal Weakness, Poorness of the Blood ]
Latin words only. 34 Cent*.
stimulating
and /or
and regulating its periodic
c course.
j
,'
BARTON'S MASS IN E MINOR.
i
) Xoue Genuine unless signed "BL/ XCARD." [
Gerard Rarton. An effective mass of only modi;\ E. Fougera & Co., X. Y. and all Druggists. )i [
erate difficu'ty for four voices (sop., alt., ten bass.
An excellent opportunity is offered each singer both
in solo and chorus. Lathi words only. £0 Cents.
"Donizetti's Vespers."
P. D~nizetti.
For four mixed voices. Latin
words only. Organ accompaniment by R. W. Crowe.
40 Cents.
"BOEDER'S VKSPEKB."
Martin Roeder. For four mixed voices, chorus
organ.
and
Latin words only. $150.

,

the rig, except that it had these
Cincinnati TriA teacher of a Virginia district bune.
school recently asked one of her little
A big Yankee from Maine, on
colored pupils to go to the blackboard
his bill in a London restaupaying
and write a sentence thereon containrant,
was
told that the sum put Compiled by CHAPEL HYMN BOOK.
ing the word
delight." George
the Sisters of Notre Dame, Philadelphia. For the use of Catholic schoo's, convents, etc.
Washington Jackson went promptly down didn't include the waiter.
A fine new col ection. 25 Cents. Per Dozen,
Wal," he roared, I didn't eat Js: 40, not postr aid.
to the front of the room and wrote,
"OtfCBTN M6U."
in a large scrawling hand, these any waiter, did I ? "
Edited by A. H. R'skwig. Seventy-two hymns,
litanies, canticles, etc., for all feasts and seasons,
words: "Dc wind blowed so hard
easily and pleasingly arranged. Solos, duets, trios,
quartef.es wilh organ accompaniment. Ko*rde,
Yes, dear wife," and he closed and
Sl.tO; Per Dozen 913.£0, not postpaid.
dat it put out dc light."
his eyes,
the end is near. The
"CORONA AUREA."
world grows dark about me. There Edited by A. H. Rosbwig. One of the most admicollectii.ns for choirs, schools, and the home, ever
Visitor.
Can your baby talk at is a mist around me gathering thicker rable
published. 82.00. Per Dozen, JSIB.OO, not
postpaid.
all yet ?
and thicker, as though a cloud; I
" Sunday-School Fymn Book."
Mama.
Yes, indeed ! Baby, say hear the
Compiled by the Sisters of Notre Dame, Phila.
music of angels sweet and Contains
160 pages, and nearly as many bright and
mama."
pleasing songs of great variety. 20 Cents. Per
sad."
Dozen,
> I no, nor postpaid.
Baby.
Oogle google.
Any book sent postpaid on receiptof price. Send for deNo, no, John, dear; that's the scriptive
circulars and catalogue of Catholic music.
Now say, papa.' "
Customary discounts to churches and choirs.
German band on the corner.''
Oogle google."
"What! ' said the dying man,
Now say, How d'y' do' to the
jumping from his bed and flinging
lady."
the bootjack at the leader; "have
Oogle google."
453-463 Washington St,, Boston.
those scoundrels dared to come round C. H. DITSON
& CO., N. Y.
"Bess its 'ittle heart! It tan
here when I am dying." And he
talk mos' as dood as mama tan."
recovered.
ACADEMY OF THE ASSUMPTION, Wellesley

pneumatic sleeves.

things in footwear at

'>

'

TO EUROPE IN SIX DAYS!

"

"

"

"

"

?

STEERAGE, *io, and upwards.
SECOND CABIN, $30 to $40.
FIRST CABIN, | 45 to $100.
Drafts at low rates.
General agency for all lines.
Swiftest and best steamers.
Orders by Mail or Express promptly attended to.

CHAS. Y. DASEY,

?

?

"

?

"
"
"

"

'

Oliver Ditson Company

'

"

An old gentleman reproved his
nephew for fighting with another
boy. "But," said the lad, "he
called my sister names ! "
'' Why, you haven't any sister,
and never had one !" exclaimed the
uncle, in astonishment.
"I know it," replied the boy,
doggedly, "but he thought I had,
and said she was squint-eyed, and I
sailed in on the principle of the
thinS"

~

Mk. Newedd. How is that, my
love? Nothing in the house to eat?
I gave you mouey this morning.
Mrs. Newedd. Yes, I know,
but I ran across the most exquisitely
charming London dinner gong
awfully fashionable, you know and
I couldn't resist the temptation to
buy it.
"But what shall we do for dinner ? "
"We can listen to the gong."
?

?

A PUBLIC DANGER.

Considerable anxiety is felt in
many parts of the Commonwealth
lest the current wave of Apaism may
sweep out of office not a few very
eflicient town clerks, the loss of
whose services would be of incalculable injury to the several communities
to which they have given the work of
their lives. The oflice of town clerk
should be entirely divorced from
partisan politics, for the town clerk
is the town's man of business, and
business and politics were never
mingled without detriment to the
former.? Transcript.

?

Age Improves It.

?

.

Watts.
Mrs. Potts just looked
stunning in her new outfit this afternoon.
Mrs. Watts.
How was she
?

?

dressed?
Watts.

?

I can't exactly describe

The Youth's

Companion

is soon to enter upon its

Hills, Mass. This Academy, situated in the
suburbs of Boston, is only a few miles from the
city. It is on the line of the Boston and Albany
Railroad. The location is one of the most healthful
and picturesque in New England. The grounds
are extensive, affording ample advantage for
out-door exercise. The curriculum of studies is
thorough and comprehensive, embracing all the
branches necessary for a refined education. For
particulars as to terms for boarders or day pupili
apply to Sister Superior.

! Passage

REMOVAL.
Thomas B, Noonan & Co.,
PUBLISHERS, BOOKSELLERS,
and dealers in
CHURCH GOODS,
Have removed to the spacious store,

172 Tremont St., Boston.
Bargains in Catholic

Books

and

Religious Goods.
Drafts on the Bank of Ireland.
Passage Tickets on all the Steamship
Lines to and from Europe.

to

Liverpool and Queenstown
REDUCED TO

Flynn & Mahony,
18-20 Essex St., Boston.

Georgia
rying

BANNERS

J]^

Drafts for one pound and upwards,
Sovereigns boughtar.d sold.
General steamship agents.

Headquarters for
All Catholic Societies.

Write for Prices and Samples.
Maison

Madame Marlier,
173 Tremont Street, Boston.

ANNON'S
OLLEGE,

introduced

with

MMBROIAIj

minimum

gallery

illustrated.
The Youth's Companion, Boston, Mass.

- four doors from State,

Boston, Mass.

Ireland. BADGES

sixty-ninthyear of publication, and as one says who
has been a constant reader of its columns for Cash saved, l/lIT prices on ail your papers and
easily done.
I magazines. Circulars free.
more than thirty years, " It has steadily improved A.L.Brown's I\U
Subscription Agency,CharltonCity, Mass.
year by year." Its articles today cover the whole
field of life and experience, furnishing a vast amount
of valuable and entertaining reading of a character
A BILL has been
in the
not found elsewhere, and of so great a variety that
The Companion interests alike each member of the
Legislature
the
carmaking
family.
of concealed weapons punishThe Prospectus for the volume of 1895 announces
an unusual array of attractions fourteen serial stories ; able
a
fine of S2OO or
a wealth of short stories, auecdotes, humorous
sketches, adventures, science and lv me articles, imprisonment for three months.
timely editorials on all important questions, and more
than two hundred original poems of the highest class.
Photographs of criminals for the
Full Prospectus and specimen copies sent free on
application. New subscribers who send #1.75 now
in
are now
rogues'
uaper
January
1895,
will receive the
free to
and one
1,
year from that date. It conies every week. Finely taken near a mirror so that the profile

;

Broad Street,

Berlin

as well as the full face is secured.

BPAKTS HOKE PRACTICAL KIOWLEDGE

a?

fives time, than can be obtained at any other
ichool in this country.

4tteflMk.AWf.ENT UPON APPUOATXM

TO
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CatholicN
Nenwds otes.

closed for religious uses, the tenth
ward will be the only one in town of
The Emperor of Germany has con- the twenty-four without a Catholic
tributed thirty thousand marks to the church. The twenty-fourth ward has
seven.? Sun.
new Catholic church in Berlin.
The summer school idea has peneSt. Ann's Church, Medford street. trated to the South, and it is now
Somerville, Rev. J. B. Galvin, pas- proposed to hold a Southern Catholic
tor, was burned last Tuesday, Nov. Summer School, at some place not
27.
yet decided upon.

.

The spire on St. Patrick's memorial church, Downpatrick, Ireland, is
almost completed. The new bell
weighs two tons and a half, and cost
£300.

It is said that mass was celebrated recently, for the first time for
twelve centuries, in the Byzantine
church of Tingad, Algeria (the ancient Thomugadis), unearthed by M.
Albert Ballu.

«

The order of the mayor of St.
Denis, France, prohibiting priests
from going to the cemetery with
funerals has been reversed by a decision of the Council of State.
Mgr.

Seton,

of

St. Joseph's

Church, Jersey City, believes that it

is very important to begin early to
teach the young the duty and the
honor of contributing to the support
of religion, which he is very thankThe venerable Archbishop Ken- ful
does not depend on Government
rick of St. Louis has been a bishop
support or on the gifts of the noble
for fifty-three years, having been and the rich.
consecrated Nov. 30, 1841, nearly a
There are 200,000 colored Cathoyear and a half before the Pope.
\u25a0
lics in the United States and those
A medal of honor has been of them who reside in New York, a
awarded to Sister Francis of Assisi at small fraction of the whole number,
Etrechet. Sbe distinguished herself have a church of their own. Since
of diphtheriaat its establishment in 1883, 456 colored
during the
that city in 1893-94, by tireless de- children have been bapt'zed there,
104 adults have been confirmed, and
votion and wonderful courage.
ninety-two marriage cpremonies have
Bishop Mesmer of Green Bay, been performed. There are three
who has always taken an active in- orders of Colored Sisters in the Uniterest in the Catholic Summer School ted States, viz., one in Baltimore, esmovement, and who is one the leading tablishedin 1829 ; one in New Orlepromoters of the Western Summer ans, established in 1842, and one in
School, purposes that a uniform course Savannah, established in 1888.
\u25a0
of studies and lectures be used hereEckl, O S. 8.,
Rev.
P.
Cornelius
after at the Eastern and Western
professor of music at St. Anselm's
Schools.
Co l"ge, Manchester, N. EL, whose
The Cardinal Archbishop of Paris death, Nov. 22, has been announced,
will celebrate, about the close of ..he was forty-two years old. Father
present year, the fiftieth anniversary Cornelius was a musician of unusual
of his ordination. It is understood ability, and master of nearly every
that he will accept no personal gifts instrument in common use. Since
on the occasion, and it is proposed to his ordination in 1874, he labored
offer him the sum necessary for the first as director of music at St. Vinconstruction of the grand altar in the cent College, Pa., then as pastor of
great church on the heights of Mont- the Benedictine abbey church at
martre.
Newark, N. J., director of St.
Benedict's
College, Newark, N. J.,
The reopening of the courts and
of the
pastor of the Church
tribunals of Paris this fall, was obElizabeth, N. J.,
Heart,
Sacred
served according to an old custom by
and finally as professor of music at
a solemn Mass in the Sainte-Chapelle,
St. Anselm's College. By a happy
called the "Red Mass." Cardinal
and striking coincidence, Father
Richard, the Vicar General of Notre
Cornelius was called to his reward on
Dame, and a number of distinguished
Cecilia, patron of
persons were present, and the music the feast of St.
he had always been
of
whom
music,
was furnished by the choir of Notre
a most faithful disciple. Rt. Rev.
Dame Cathedral.
Bishop Bradley and a large number of
There are eighty-four Catholic priests were present at his funeral.
churches in New York City for a
During the week 11 children ?4
Catholic population of 500,000. Of
these churches three are of the Jesuit boys and 7 girls?were received into
order, two Capucin, two Francisan, the Home for Destitute Catholic
one Carmelite, one Paulist and one Children ; 5 boys and 10 girls were
Dominican. There are ten German placed in families, 1 boy and 1 girl
Catholic churches, two Italian, one were restored to their relatives. ReBohemian, one French, one Hungar- maining in the Home Nov. 22; 224
ian, oue French Canadian, and one children-123 boys and 101 girls.
Polish. The Polish church is the only The following subscriptions and donaCatholic church in the most densely tions have been received for the week
populated ward of New York, which ending Nov. 22: Mr. P. Morrison,
contains 75,000 inhabitants in 110 Friend (S.), $10 each; Messrs. Edacres of ground. If as the church ward Hayden, D. H. Morrissey, John
authorities expect, this church is A. Daly, M. Gately, $5 each; Friend

Deep Seated Luxury.
"%\

ft

'

BP?V V

sit like his grandsire carved in alabaster; but for a
man wno jnows what it is to be tired in the evening,
"\u25a0aggaga and wno can yield himself up to the soft influence of
:?'\u25a0,.: \u25a0"\u25a0. \u25a0'\u25a0i'"
loose slippers before an open fire until far into the
Mr:'\u25a0:^;t'
night, there is here a chair that is worth its weight
in silver.
Certainly no such comfort has ever been offered
at $38 outside of our Annual Clearance Sale. Remember that this is not an ordinary
pattern of easy chair. It is a club model, with the 29-inch seat, cushioned to a depth
of six inches and with crowning top. Starting at a height of 17 inches from the
floor, it rises gracefully and ends with a sharp recedence at a height of only 12 inches.
You can see this same design of chair in all of the leading clubs. It is luxury

\u25a0$;\u25a0\u25a0 tr?

fiU

'

BBS?'\u25a0'\u25a0 i
;
Bfei'u

"4

'

personified.

PAINE'S FURNITURE CO.,
48 CANAL STREET.

CALIFORNIA 1! 3i DlfS

\u25a0

Without change of cars. All meals served in dining
cars. Palace drawing-room sleeping cars and tourist
sleepers are run through to San Francisco without
change, with annex sleeping cars to Los Angeles,
leaving Chicago daily via

The North-Western Line.
Variable route tourist tickets, taking in all principal
points of interest, and allowing special privileges

.

.

If you want comfort, whole comfort, and nothing but comfort," ask oneof our salesmen to show you this chair.
Any chair will do for the man who is content to

without extra cost, on sale at

Very Low Rates.
Petailpd information and descriptive pamphlets will ha
mailed free on application to W. A. THRALL, General
Passenger and Ticket Agent, Chicago. Agents of connecting lines sell tickets via the

Chicago & North-Western Ry.
Donations of money,
or any articles useful
stores,
clothing,
or
in the Home are
to the children
solicited.
respectfully

(H.), $2.

Remarkable Preservation
is a characteristic of Borden's Peerless
Brand Evaporated Cream. Always the
same; is perfectly pure; entirely wholesome ; free from substances foreign to
pure milk. A perfect product accomplished by a scientific process.

When You go West
see that your tickets read via the popular
Nickel Plate Road.

We tale pleasure in inviting
your examinationof our

NEW IMPORTATION
?

Call and

Boots, Shoes,

and

Rubbers,

77 Leverett St., Boston.
Lowest prices for solid goods.
S. F. Hoogs.

F.

THE MISSES PATTERSON.
18 BOYLSTON STREET, ROOM IS.
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S. F. Hoogs & Co.,
Wholesale
Commission Merchants
in

Beef, Lamb, Mutton, Veal, Ac,
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and send it to us withyour nameand
auUl,, ,M and we will send you this
wutch b.v express for examination.
AGUABAMEE FOB 5 YEARS
btnt w iih it. You examine it
ana >uuthinkit abuijrain
iy our pam Pl* t'li't' si.oB
lb y° uls it ls tll(a hundV\» ani
sonii'-t ami best timekeeper
J
lii;m niilll watches
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F. Driscoll.

See for Yourself.

Orders by Mail Will Receive Prompt
Attention.

CHAS. STRATTON & SON,
Dealers In

?

Alb, Surplice and Altar Laces.

Through sleeping

cars, Boston to Chicago via Fitchburg
Railroad. Lowest Rates. Half rates for
all clergymen. F. J. Moore, General
Agent, 23 Exchange St., Buffalo, N. Y.
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free
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Mmlof ci.iirt-e a lovely (rold plate
evel*y

also our big
*'* l"'ll BIH* charm,
C£? Fhlß
Bffloatalopue
full of bargains.
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not ft PPear again. Address,
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334 DEARBORN STREET,
Chicago, 111.

Shoes that PLEASE!
Shoes that FIT!
Telephone No. 3144.
Shoes that WEAR!
BOWKER'S PHARMACY,
44 Merchant's Row, Boston.

BROOKLINE.

In new quarters opposite the old
stand.
Full line of Drugs and

Chemicals.

CROWLEY'S,
58 Cambridge Street, Boston, Maai.

